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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, July 17, J922.

NO. 17.

BRITISH ACTORS

DOVETOF PEACE

BE
APPEARS TO BE

CANDIDATE.
AND

FOB GOVERNOR

Albuquerque . Man Says If
He Is Nominated By the
STRIKE Democrats He Will Make, England's Theatrical Crisis
Is Daily Growing More
Every Effort to Win.
Serious; More Than
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers of AlbuBoth Carriers' Executives querque Is a candidate for the demAre Out of Work.
and Union Chiefs Expect ocratic nomination for governor ' of
(By The Associated freu.)
New Mexico.
Momentous Developments
No formal
announcement
London, July 16 (by the Assochas
been .made bv Colonel Sellers, neith. iated Press.) London's theatrical'
During the Week,
er has he
seria
to

STORM STRIKES

Senators Forget lariff Bill
to Seek Gold in Virginia Hills

ROONEJl

prepared

announce at this time.platform
His an- l.ouncement was made yesterday
in
to
an
evening,
response
inquiry
from the Journal.
o much has
"Colonel Selle,
been said regarding the posslbilit
of your becoming a candidate for
the omination for governor, that
ine Journal wants an expression
from you. May we have it?" he
was asked last night.
Colonel Sellers replied:
"I .will admit that I have beer.
thinking seriously about the goverTo be deemed
norship matter.
worthy of consideration for the
nomination for governor at the
hands of tne democratic party is a.
compliment of which I .am deeply
sensible. In this difficult period ol
reconstruction, I can see that the
office of governor offers an excep
tional opportunity for worth-whil- e
service. Yes, I am a candidate for
the nomination, and if it is given
me by my party, I will make every
effort not only to be elected, but, in
case of my election, to give New
Mexico a constructive andl success
fu, administration."
"You Imve always been interested
la tho development of the r.ate;
what are your ideas on that liner"
"I believe that is one of the most
important things that could be undertaken.
New Mexico has every
thing to make it one of the most
prosperous states in the union
What we need is the proper de
velopment of our natural resources
and more people. I firmly be
lieve mat tne state has the poten
tial wealth within it, if brought ou
to solve all the
by development,
vexatious taxation problems that
are now foremost in the thoughts of
tho people. By properly bringing
these things to the attention of
those outside our borders, we will
be able to bring into New Mexico
many men with capital and energy
to assist us In our development
,work. We will have more taxpay
ers, more taxable property, and the
burden of taxation will be cut down.
Vith development of resources once
well under way, people will crme
to New Mexico in large numbers.
"We have worlds of coal, salt,
copper, gold, silver, zinc, timber,
gas and probably oil, which have
never been even prospected.
"Many large corporations, indl
vjdual Investors and reputable pro- r.iotovs may be unaware of this or
mere statements.
may question
Therefore, I would suggest that the
faculties of the State School of
Mines and those of the University
of New Mexico and the Agricultural
college, who are skilled in arch
aeological and engineering science,
through a legislative act, devote
part of their time In systematically
exploiting the surface Indications of
'"antinued on I'age Two.;

EXPRESS HOPES OF
EARLY ijSETTLEMENT
Roads

Reported

'to

'

Have

Stopped R3cruilinR' N'eii
to Replace Strikers, to a
Large Fxtant.

r

(Br The Auncinted JTens.)
Chicago, July 16 (by the Assocideated Press.) A veil of silence
scended like a blanket over the
railroad strike situation today as
both rail heads and strike leaders
turned hopeful eyes toward momentous developments the new
week was expected to bring forth.
The bitterness which has marked the progress of the walkout at
times during the past two weeks,
seemed to have been succeeded by
a peace almost approaching an un-

derstanding.

.

Spent Pay iif Seclusion.
Railway executives who declared
their willingness last night to attend any meeting called by the
United States railroad labor board
with a view to effecting a settlement "that would not nullify, but
would uphold and carry out the
board's decisions," spent the holiday In deep seclusion.
B. M. Jewell, leader of the strikshopmen, visited his almost deing
serted headquarters for a short
time only to read his mail and teleHe read the executives'
grams.
statement with a grin, but refused
"There'll
to make any comment.
be .nothing over the week-endhe reiterated.
.,
"1 can't say a word, son not
one word," Ben Hooper, chairman
of the labor board, sighed wearily,
throwing his arms across the
shoulders of Ait, reporter who had
found him alone In the offlce3.of
the board.
'Despite the silence of the leaders, hopes of an early settlement
were expressed freely In both rail-- ,
way and labor circles, although no
tangible basis for these expedit-

.

,"

ions was

to- -

given-On-

e

of tho Factors.
One of the factors of ten quoted
Justify R belief that the drift

twas totiu&0ix- despite Mv fat?
'. ure last wek of Mr. Hooper's efforts to bring the labor leaders and
the executives together, was the
statement of R. A. Hennlng, general chairman of the Federated
Shop Crafts, of the Northwest, that
only tho refusal of eastern roads
to agree to reinstate striking shop
crafts workers with their full seniority rights. Is preventing a settlement of the Btrike as far as the
northwest roads are concerned.
The railroads throughout, it was
declared, have insisted that their
men return to work as one of the
first steps toward peace, and the
belief was expressed that the restoration of the rights sought alone
would not prove a great stumbling
block In the way of a full settlement. In this connection a member of the labor board asserted
that the roads had stopped the recruiting of men to replace the
strikers, at least to a large extent.

WIT. IT. SENDS

.

.

UESTIONNAIR E
TO

DURANES WINS.
Duranes baseball team defeated
the New Mexico Yankees, 12 to 2,
Sunday at Duranes.' L. Lucero, G.
Perea, 8. Sabedra and G. Oallegos
each got a
The batteries were:
Duranes Contreas
and Anaya; Yankees N. Chavez
and G. Chavez.

Kansas Women Inquire Just
Where Those Who Are
Running for Office Stand
On Certain Questions.

two-bagg-

(Br The Associated Press.)
Hutchinson. Kan.. July 16.

I

Can

The reform of the house of lords
Is a perennial problem in British
politics, and according to many
astute political observers, it may
prove to be the rock on which tho
coalition cabinet will split.
It is generally said that the conservatives want to reform the upper house of parliament by making it an Iron clad permanent conservative body, while the liberals
are striving to diluto Its conservatism as much as possible.
The government of former Premier Asquith reformed the lords
by taking away its power to kill
bills originating in the houso of
commons, although it can postpone them by an annual Vote for
three years. The principal motive
for this reform was to make liberal
Irish legislation possible.
The upper house next Tuesday
will deal with 'proposals of Prime
Minister Lloyd George's cabinet,
which resemble more a declaration
of principlo than a definite plan of
reform. The government proposes
that the membership of the house
of lords consist of 350 members.
According to the present plan,
the house shall consist, in addition
to peers of oyal blood rind law
lords, of members Selected from
Outift!e Jnlu ling htr.ediiH.J pew
elected by their order and members nominated by the crown, the
number of the latter to be fixed by
statute. The terms of the elected
lords should be fixed by statute,
and they would be eligible for reelection.
The government proposes that
the lords shall not reject or amend
financial bills, and the question
whether a given bill Is a financial
bill would be decided by a joint
committee of the two houses.
There are now more than 600
lords, only a small minority of
whom take part in that body's proceedings and many of whom are
fnever seen there.
So far the year 1922 has not
been a triumphant season for British explorations.
' The failure of the Mount Everest
expedition to reach the summit of
the highest mountain in the world
was discounted by most authorities
who said tho greatest surprise had
been that the climbers were able
to go as far as they did without
oxygen and that they were able to
transport .oxygen apparatus to almost the highest slopes.
The definite news that they were
roturning was taken for granted
before it reached England. Whether the Royal Geographical society
will renew the enterprise another
year Is questionable. The expedition was one of tho most costly
ever attempted and financial reasons may make another Mount Everest campaign impossible. .
The late Sir Ernest Sliackleton's
little ship Quest, according to re
ports, is about to sale from the
South Pacific, thus giving up the
long program for antarctic explora
tions over which the explorer had
studied several years.
Sir Ernest's death was not the
only cause of the failure of the
enterprise.
Captain Wild, who
succeeded to command,- after his
chief's death, concluded after consultation with shipping men that
the Quest was not large enough
and strong enough to fight the
southern ice field.
Considering Sir Ernepfs wide
experience and the fact that all of
England's
seafaring knowledge
was at his disposal, it now seems
strange to leading shipping experts that the Quest's possibilities
and limitations were not realized
before the expedition started.

didates for office must satisfy the
10,000 members of the Kansas W.
C, T. U. that they are in favor of
CALL' FOR
enforcing the prohibitory,
other welfare laws, if
they care ror the organization's endorsement.
That Is the decree1 of
OF
Mrs. Lillian Mitchner of Hutchinson, president, and other officers of
the state W. C. T. U.
This is the searching Question
naire submitted to candidates:
1.
Age.
2. Education and experience for
the work of this particular office.
(By The Associated Press.)
s. If you are elected to office
Waco, Tex., July 16. Call for a will you strive to enforce all laws
mass meeting of members of all the impartially,, giving equal attention
sixteen standard railroad unions In to the enforcement of the prohibiTexas to be held In Waco next tory law? The
law?
Tuesday to consider the strike sit- The gambling laws? The laws
uation was issued today following against desecration of the sabbath.
a meeting here 61 BOO representa- that you do to the enforcement of
tives of the unions.
tho other laws?
AH members of the standard
4.
What is your attitude In re
unions said to embrace practically gard to the recognition
of Women
of railroads In and the
every employe
of competent and
Texas, are being asked to attend efficient placing
state
that and other posiuons'of trustT boards
!
m!e""? "n,ls.
T
at least iu,uu
v.
uiuou.
,hlf ,nv rIln mn
The call is Included in a resolu saved the county lrt the office you
wnich
tion passed unanimously
are seeking?
states that "tho railroad strike sit6. If elected to office what will
uation has unfortunately reached be your attitude toward proposed TRACK WALKER NEAR
a stage wticre life and limb of pub- legislation In which the women of
lic and employes allketare fraught the state are especially interested: '
GALLUP
TERRORIZES
With imminent danger."
On sustaining our censorship an J
WHOLE
COMMUNITY
.
purifying motion pictures?
On the segregation and care of
our higher grade mental defectives (Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Gallup, N. M., July 16. Fran
by the' establishment of facilities at
a track walker at
the Wlnfield state training schools? cisco Rosales,
Baca, was arrested by Sheriff Rob
On enlarging and strengthening
our state division of child hygiene? erts and Santa Fe Officer, W. E.
FORECAST.
On raising the age of children! Phelps. Baca was accused of makDenver, Colo., July H. New over
drunk,
getting
which Juvenile court has Juris- ing moonshine,
Mexico: Monday fair south, thundrawing a knife, threatening to
from 16 to 18 years?
der showers north portion, cooler diction
kill
and
persons,
On
seyeral
robbing
extreme north portion;
sustaining our present
Tuesday,
a man of $20. He was placed In
,
,
thunder showers, cooler east por- - On law?
the prohibitory Jail here.
strengthening
WVJII.
.
.
Mexican track walkers have
Arizona:
Monday and Tuesday law Dy providing tnat seized stun been
creating considerable trouble
showers, except fair extreme south- and other articles used In the illicit
west portion; not much change In manufacture and distribution of li- lately. AInfew weeks ago a man
...
this occupation at
v engaged
quor? ,
t
temperature,
On providing for a sDite receiving Grants became
and
desperate
'
' '
'
carved
up another Mexican, slash
home for indigent mothers at stato
ItOCAIj REPORT.
him
about
face
r
the
and
Rosedale?
ing
body so
university hospital at
Conditions for the twenty-fouDo you believe that the mothers' that he nearly died The man was
hours ended at ( p. m. yesterday,
pension law is being administered taken to the Valencia county court
recorded by the university;
97 satisfactorily in your county? .If and convicted and sentenced to 20
Highest temperature
64
.'
(
years In the pen.
Lowest . . . .
not.why not?
A few days ago the track walker
Are you acquainted with the pro33
Range '
81) gram for child welfare legislation
at Ohavex also got lit up and
Mean .
42 as proposed by the children's code threatened to pump lead through
Humidity at 6 a. m
IS commission?
several of the citizens there, but
Humidity at Ip, m
0
.
...
.
Do you favor such program? If one of the Huskies beat him to it.
Trfllnltfltlon
15.
vl
so,
and put him to sleep for a while,
why?
Wind velocity
V. Southeast I If not. what specific measures ar and he was rested up and felt good
rtirwrtinn of wind
fia.tu.red, when fee, woka "V.
Character pf SXUttjA'&tVl liu& yog viioPii Jo. and, why. I

ISSUE

MEETING

Li

-

anti-clgar- et

.W4

WEATHER

antl-clgar-

M

.......

'.

mm

Jfeftum

7i4T-

-

Carrier or

Mall. KSc a Month
fl!IRl
Ao

MRS. PHILLIPS'
EQUANIMITY NOT
RUFFLED AS SHE

Buildings Are Blown Down,
MEETS ACCUSER
Windows Broken, Trees
Uprooted, Light Plant Put
Woman Charged With SlayOut of Commission.
ing Mrs, Meadows Re(By The Asuoclnted TreM.)
turns
to Los Angeles in
A
Pes Moines, la., July 16.
of tornado
storm
proportions
Charge of the Sheriff,
.

4,-000

crisis is daily growing more
ous. More than 4,000 actors and
actresses, including,Amer;cans, are
without emiployment and many are
Playon the tirink of starvation.
house officials ray it is the worst
of
the
in
the .history
situation
V
stage.
Men and women who one time
were billed as "stars" and who
havo devoted their lives and talents to giving pleasure to others
are now existing in a wretched
state of misery. Many of them
have sold their jewelry and most
of their clothing. Artists who in
the past drew $50 a night now get
less than that in a wjek. But most
of them are without engagements
of any kind and are seeking help
The
from benevolent institutions.
causes are the wholesale closing
of theaters due to lack of public
support, tho increasing tendency of
people to patronize the cinema In
tho interest of economy; and the
general exodus of the population
to seashore and country.

AID

ADJACENT AREA

RILf

I

by

EDITION

oplc

PAWN CLOTHING

OVER

HOVERING

ACTRESSES

Unity

CITY

,

struck Boone and surrounding
territory tonight, according to CONSENTS TO POSE
meager reports received here by
FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
the Associated Press.
It was reported that a cyclone
hit the town of Ogdon, 20 miles Is Examined By AlienistS;4b
and
west of Boone. Telegraph
Her Mental
Determine
telephone wires are down in this
section. Colfax was In the path of
Condition; Husband Q6es
the storm. Boone's electric light
Not Meet His Wife
plant is out of commission.
(

At Colfax, 20 miles east of
of buildDes Moines, a number
'
ings were blown down, and all
windows In the business block
were broken according to reports
received here.
blown down by the
Trees
storm, are blockading the streets
and roads In Colfax rfnd vicinity.
Wire communication to Ames,
Ogdon. Grinnell, Boone and Newlatter town
ton are down, and-this reported to be in darkness.
Weather bnreau reports Indicate

aoie aamage 10 crops. .1110 lum,
described as the heaviest In recent years, lasted only a few minMining gold within ten miles of Washington, D. C, In the Virginia hills.
utes. It was accompanied
by
Party leaders in Washington, from forsaking the legislative Ing mined in tho Virginia hills severe lightning.
viD. C, may have to crack the old hulls for a gold push to Virginia. within ten miles of Washington.
Telephone reports from the
whip over the senate continuous- Gold, real honest to goodness It Is said that Senator King of cinity of Boone, 35 miles northbesenators
of
to
Is
west
of Pes Moines, stated that
in
the
is
the
the
Utah
interested
dignified
gold
ly
project.
keep
glittering kind,
a score or more of persons were
when automoslightly injured
biles In which they were riding
were blown into ditches. Interur-ba- n
HARD
AT
FAVORS
street car scrvieo to Boone
has been abandoned.
Trees
and
poles,
telephone
blown down by the high winds,
IN
OF SEA,
caused considerable
damage to
homes and business places at
Boone. Many summer homes at
NIcolette Park were damaged.

SHIPS CRASH
ONE

TRAVEL

AIR

IN

(MEN

SIS,

DROWNED

MOTION PICTURE
SHOWS

JI

SUGGESTED

ARE

i

President Declares He Wants Steam Schooner Henry T. "There Should Be Greater
the United States to Lead
Scott and Freighter Harry
Diversity in the RecreOff
Collide
the World ip Commercial
Luckenback
ational Life of Prisoner,"
Aviation.
Is Expert's Report.
the Pacific Coast.

JAZZ MUSIC TAKES A
BACK SEAT IN TEXAS
WHEN FIDDLERS MEET
'

(By The

AaH-latei-

t

I'm.)

Los Angeles. July 16. Mrs. Clara
rhillips, charged with the murder
of Mrs. Alberta Meadows here last
Wednesday, reached Los Angelef
earlj; this afternoon in custody of
Sheriff William I. Traeger. She was
taken to the sheriffs office and examined by alienists to determine
her mental condition. Mrs, Peggy
Caffeo, eye witness to the hammer
slaying after being taken out of
town secretly to meet the train, als0
arrived with the prisoner.
Tho meeting of Mrs. Phillips and
her accusers aboard the train Just
before the train reached Los An- geles was staged carefully but the
sudden encounter failed to ruffle
the equanimity
of the woman
charged with what police described
as the mast brutal murder in the
city's history.
Mrs. Carrey Boards Tsaln.

.nt

?

i

staying of Mrs. Meadows on an unfrequented road in the northeastern
section of Los Angeles resulted hi
Mrs. Phillips' lndiccment, boarded
the train at a station on the out
skirts of the city in company with
a detective and a deputy sheriff.
She was taken to where Mrs. rhil
lips sat, in custody of the sheriff
and Mrs. Traeger, a deputy, await
ing the end of her Journey.
"Is this' the woman with whom
you went riding Wednesday?" Mrs.
Caffee was asked as she faced the
prisoner.
"Yes," she faltered.
Mrs. Phillips laughed.
"Is this the woman who killed
Mrs. Meadows?"
"Yes," quavered the younfc woman.
Mrs. Phillips smiled, but said
nothing.
As she stepped oft the train, a

(flf The Aisoelnted Prewi.)
Lufkln, Tex., July 16 "Jazz"
music took a back seat for the time
being when the East Texas Fiddlers' association met hero recent(Br The AssociateI Ptrmt.)
Br The Aont "rt IVsn
(By Tbe auiH'Inted I'rm.)
ly. Instead of the modern musical
New York, July 16. President
Seattle. Wash., July 16. Four
Chicago. 111., July. 16. Weekly airs,-" strains
of "The Arkansas
lives
and
men
their
lost
Cook
seafarirg
in
the
shows
has
motion
Harding
again given evidence
picture
"Cotton Eyed Joe" ani
T. Scott
Traveler,"
of his belief in the future of flying tne .steam schooner Henry
In
a
were suggested
took the group
other familiar., tunes
vnt
piungimr to the bottom county Jail
photographers
roii.ilt tttWirvd by , W inllny l'
tnpv. - Mowy-thaff'ty exprrw
.
I .
.
tH
n.
us ueveiuiimems in air travel, ana o:05 ociocn tnis morning wnen ine Lane for tho' Cliioago Community with tho bow attended the quarFor a moment the shutters clicked and her teeth flashed In a sucand the big freighter Harry Trust and made public by the Chi- terly gathering.
declares that each stage of
tt
One qualification for member- cession of smiles. The deputies
crasnea logeiner in cago Association of Commerce.
opment demands Improved means ucKenDacn,
in the fiddlers' association In- hurried her toward a waiting autoof transport; he wants tho United collision In a pall of smoke and The Community Trust, which at ship
dicates the unusual character of mobile to be whisked away to tho
counboard
of
of
the
States to lead the world In com fog.
Admittance Is sheriff's office, where Dr. Louis
the organization.
Tho men who lost their lives the request
has caused a gained by a test of the applicants' Weber, alienist, was prepared to
mercial aviation. He haj expressed were employed aboard the Henry ty commissioners
e
of experts to make a sur- ability to play
tunes such muke an examination of her mental
these views in a letter to the Aero, T. Scott. They wore trapped in the number conditions
at the Jail, doubt-los- s as "The Arkansas Traveler," "Sal-li- e condition.
nautical Chamber of Commerce of
schooner and went down vey of
erection
recommend the
Smiles as Shutters Click.
Gooden," "Mollle Hair," and
America, the text of which follows: with her. Tho accident occurred of a will
new Jail building, according to "Cotton Eyed Joe." The associaAs she started to step Into the
"The White House,
eight miles east of Neah bay, in the the Association
Commerce.
of
1921
was
car
in
tion
a
here
organized
photographer asked her to
"Washinirton.
Straits of Juan de Fuca.
"There should be a greater di- with forty charter members head- pose. She consented with alacrity,
"Gentlemen:
I find pleasure in
The dead:
T. W. O. SPENCER, chief engi- versity In thV recreational Ufo of ed by C. A. Burke of Lufkln, now mounting the running board, head
aamng a word expressivo of my inthe prisoners." said Mr. Lane In secretary.
Lufkln has been the and shoulders above the crowd of
terest in aerial transport, and in neer, Seattle.
the
thronged
the presentation of the subject
N. It. NILSON, third assistant his report. "Small entertainments, meeting place for each quarterly spectators which
amusements
could
talks
and
other
was again selected street. Again she smiled to the acIs
and
which
gathering
being made by the Aero engineer, San Francisco.
for the fall session. The recent companiment of clicking shutters.
nautical Chamber of Commerce.
E. LOGAN, oiler, San Francisco. easily Isbe arranged.
of the utmost importance meeting was said to have been the
"It
A. I Phillips, husband of the alThe history of civilization Is largeL. JACOBSON,
San
seaman,
either that the prisoners should most successful since the organi- leged slayer, who told the, sheriff
ly the history of communication. Francisco.
v
of her flight from the city, was not
Each stage of progress seems to
Tho Henry T. Scott was hound spend as little as possible of the zation was founded.
at the station to meet his wife. He
demand and develop
day in their cells or should be alimproved from San Francisco for Seattle.
was In the custody of a deputy
moans of transport. The steamThe Harry Luckenbach was lowed some useful way of occupysheriff, the authorities desiring to
ship, the railroad and the motor steaming from Seattle and other ing their; hands and minds while
oar have been devised and utilized.
keep the two apart until they had
sound ports for New York there. Reference already has been
Now we enter a new phase. It Is a Puget
questioned Mrs. rhillips In greater
via Pan Francisco. Both vessels mado to the man who made a violin and tho other who made a
detail.
real distinction to America to bo carried full cargoes of
freight.
Withholds Opinion.
known as the birthplace of the air
The Luckenbach was not serious- pockethook, both being immediateAt the sheriff's office, Mrs. Philly ordered to desist. There Is a
plane; it should ha our concern ly damaged.
OF
and
Dr, Weber remained In
that this art shall not lanculsh, but All those who lost their lives fixed rule against anything of this
lips
conference for about a half hour.
that 'In its practical application we were residents of Pacific coast sort being done in the cells or anyWhen he left the room he did nor.
shall lead the world. An amazing cities and were aboard the Scott, a where else.
state his opinion as to her mental
development will take place in the 1,
"When asked what the chief den
was
steel
which
boat,
near future in the utilization of the bound from San Francisco
condition, but said that she had not
for fects of the Jail are, a number of
He added,
air as a medium of transport and Seattle.
evaded conversation.
'Those who
was prisoners
replied:
Luckenbach
The
communication.
As a government bound from Seattle to New York want a chance for education
however, that she had declined to
we are aiming to provide this art via San
What
answer certain questions.
Francisco. Both vessels should be given some opportunity
not say.
with necessary guarantees nf law, had full cargoes.
Railroad Pledges Itself to these were he would
The Luckenbach, for it.'
District
Chief
and with such facilities as may be after picking
Attorney
Deputy
"Many of the younger prisoners
up the survivors, put
Retain Them, As Well as Doran was in the room with Mrs.
possible through the encourageand first offenders find their arment of airways and terminals. But back to this port.
for about '45 minutes, but
Phillips
rest and confinement a period of
Those Who Have Remain- declined to say what she had told
for air transport quickly to achieve
very serious reflection; they are
he Important place it Is destined
him. it anything.
ed Loyal to Company.
brought
the
hard
against
up
facts
to occupy, it must have public In- GUARDS
When the examination was comE
of life in a way calculated to make
terest and support. I hope your
pleted she was taken to the county
them consider their own lives and
16.
PresiOmaha,
Neb.,
July
errorts in this behalf may he prothe future ahead of them. To seize dent Carl R. Gray of tho v Union Jail, where officers were required
ductive of most gratifying results.
this mood as an opportunity for Pacific system in a letter to E. E. to force a lane through the crowd
vnurs
to see her. Just
"Very truly
them some Worth while in- Calvin, vice president of tbe sys- which had gathered
giving
"WARREN G. HARDING."
outside the Jail door she again posed
Is
struction
a
chance
that
forth
the
of
county
tem, setting
The Aeronautical
position
Chamber of
but instead or
ought not to miss. Classes in the the Union Pacific regarding strik- for photographers,
Commerce was organized this year
branches of an elementary educa- ing shopmen, today said that the smiling, stuck out her tongue.
to "foster, advance, promulgate and
tion and In vocational and manual only way a former
employe could
promote aeronautics, and generwork ought to be formed.
The enter the service would be as a new
ally to do every act and thing
superintendent of schools, Mr. Pet- employe and that the Union Pawhich may bo necessary and proper
er Mortenson, heartily approved of cific
for! the advancement of American
pledged itself to make no setplan when it was suggested to tlement of the strike which would
aviation." Starting with Orville All Available Deputy Sheriffs this
him
and
it
would he pos- In
thought
way deprive new employes
Wright and Glenn H. Curtlss, the
for a teacher or teachers to or any
Are Called Out at Rocky sible
those who remained loyal to
pioneers, and several other leading
bo supplied."
AND
aircraft designers and builders, the
their
rights or Jobs.
Mount, N. Yv to Quell
chamber now has nearly 200 memMr, Gray sets out that since the
bers located In every state In the
strikers left the employe of the
CAPTAIN OF RANGERS
Strike Disorders.
union.
Union Pacific of their own free will
TO
Possible n scoro of factories toCHECK
and accord, that they ceased to be
UP STRIKE
U
N. C, July 16.
Mount,
Rocky
In
laboratories
have
own
their
of the system and can
'employes
day
SITUATION AT DENIS0N
which scientists are working with All deputy sheriffs in Edgecomb
In
no
tbe
with
part
bargaining
jhave
trained personnel making slight al- county were called to dutya today
company; that the men now work- squad
terations in machines or motors, following an attack upon
(By Th
New York, July 16. Rare Jungle
muse
wno
nave
Pre..)
itiB,
tne
Dallas. Tex.. Julv 16. Onv Par service since the strikeentered
the chamber snys In a statement of railroad guards. In a proclamaof live monkeys, birds,
and
specimens
began
authorities
tion
to strikers the city
M. Noff has ordered
given out In this city. These men
Capt. Tom those who remained loyal, are ths insects, turtles and other tropical
outbreaks
further
warned
somethat
Hickman of the Texas rangers to only ones who may
are not seeking to produce
bargain with discoveries of the Mulford biologi
thing radical, but rather to Improve would result In a request that Denlson to keep In close touch with the company regarding rules and cal exploration of the Amazon basin
the types which have Justified the troops be sent to control the situa- the strike situation there and to working conditions.
The striking headed by Henry H. Rushy of the
basic principles on which they tion.
keep him advised of developments, shopmen, Mr. Gray said, are
not Columbia School of Pharmacy have
were
A
number of the guards
were 'built.
according to a statement by the striking against wages and working been turned over to the United
woods
are
the
civilians
500
into
in
taken
Dallas
governor
kidnaped,
Approximately
today.
conditions imposed by employers States government for the Smith"Captain Hickman with one of but
taking lessons In flylncr at civilian and severely beaten. Two of them
a government tribunal sonian Institute, and the national
aviation fields this summer. The were reported to have been seri- his men left for Denlson this morni- and against
that the rules and working zoological pork, it was announced
are
chamber estimates that there
said. "They conditions in effect before the today.
ng,"- the governor
ously. Injured.
will stay there until further orders strike are in effect now
1.200 civilian owned and operated
The collection, which Includes a
and may
will
and
aircraft In the country today.
keep constantly In touch not be changed except by agree- large amount of material typical of
OBJECT TO PERFORMING
with me as to what is going on,"
The average charge per passenment
between the system and tho the art of the Indians of Bolivia,
Col. Charles S. Lincoln, assistant men now
DUTIES OF STRIKERS
ger a year and a half ago was 65
was gathered by Dr. William M
working In the shops.
of
cents a mile. Last year it was B5
of
the
staff
fchief
Eighth army
Mr. Gray said that the strike re- Mann, entomologist of the United
area
sent
to
San
1
at
corps
cents, and It Is believed that the
Antonio,
solves Itself Into merely a question States department of agriculture,
Fmn.)
(By The AuocUt
average this year, will be about BO
16 (by the Associ Denlson by General Hines w,".h In- of whether the orderly process of who succeeded Dr. Rusby by acting
Detroit,
cents. There has been slight in ated Press.)JulyRailroads
must cease structions from Secretary of War law and order or the
arbitrary ac director of the Mulford expedition
crease In terminal facilities so far their reported efforts to compel Weeks at Washington, late today tion or a small
to reminority shall pre- when the latter was forced of
this year. The administration Is maintenance of way workers to received order to rail on Governor vail; that the Union
IllPacific is a turn to New York because
encouraging local landing fields perform the duties of striking shop Neff tonight at Dallas.
ness.
and
that
organization
and national airways wherever employes, or the maintenance of
The animal collection contains
law and order shall prevail.
practical.
way men will be called out on LOS LUNAS BEATS THE
two specimens of the
strike, R, F. arable. International
wooly monkey from Brazil, and
REQCKST FOR TROOPS.
chiTjT) ts nrirr.
of
BELEN TIGERS 10 TO 7
Capuchin monke'
president of the maintenance
N. C, July 16. Request specimens of the no
Dor-rl- s,
Raleigh,
toCarlsbad. N. M, July
specimens of
way brotherhood declared here
was sent to Governor from Bolivia,
for
troops
Mr.
of
ever
before been exthe
Diae?c-.have
worxino
to
which
jouhnai-daughter
night.
(PletA
Morrison
of
the
mayor
tonight by
in-- ' the
national zoological
Mr. Grable 'ndicated that In any
and Mrs. S. L. Perry, was hurt
Lo Lunas, N. M July 16. Los
the sheriffs of hibitedit was
while playing on the sleeping event no strike ictlon by his or- Lunas defeated the Belen Tigers Rocky MountandandNash
said.
to park,
counties
Edgecombe
Ca
In
their home on North
10 to 7, Baca was knocked
porch
ganization could be expected be
the shops of the Atlantic
nal street. A window cord broke, fore Thursday.- the date he has today,
out of the box by Los Lunas in the guard
Coast Line there. Governor
MVS RYK INJURED.
on
window
sot
her
the
fall
a
for
of
the
here
letting
lourth inning. His place was tak
meeting
Mosquero, N. M., July 16.Roy
to send a writdirected
head. A physician was summoned brotherhood's grand lodge, which en by. Jaramillo. Belen scored ten request andthem
he would act Hazen had an accident last week
and the cut swed up andk aside Includes the general chairmen of four runs in the first inning, one on It tomorrow, said
tho same time when a piece of iteel lodged In hi
at
from the pain, no serious results all divisions, and members of the in the third and two' in the sev- - calling Adjutant General Melts eye which caused him a great dual
ftiS ejected,
.
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MUSIC IS COO'S

Fl

CARLSBAD

OUR NATIONAL
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WITHOUT
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Chicago, July 16. Music is "for
the people; It Is God's voice in the
Jangunge without words." That is
the doctrine of a man who has been
five times for
' itaken into custody
and
laying his violin in the streets,
10 beOctober
'who will play here
fore a Belcct audience in an attempt
ho prove that a musician can win
on his own merits,
recognition
"'without wealth or powerful
and to refute the verdict
which he quotes from a New York
ijmpresario, "Nothing can be done
Without money."
Twenty-on- e
years ago, Ward
J5aker, a struggling student of
.twenty-onhaving been apprehended repeatedly by the Chicago
olice as a street fiddler, went to
.'the chitjf of police andasHpT for a
permit to play in the streets. The
chief, as .quoted in the press next
'
dav.'said: "How do I know whether"
ivoiir plavlng will give pain or
Mr. Baker, it was reported,
Answered bv playing Annie Lauchief. The permit
rie" before the Mr.
Baker Paid he
was granted,
believed he was the only licensedI
country.
street mlisicbn in the holds
good,
wuppose that title still
lie said today.
Baker.
Xard
weeks
ago
A. few
who had since grown gray, and who
uhad studied tinder distinguished
musicians in Brussels, after gradu-of
College
ating from the Chicago
Music, was taken into custody oy
in
police in Oak park. for playing
the streets.
ha
other
cases,'
I 'As in the four
said, "I was released after the poa wealthy
time
This
understood.
lice
liresident interceded. I have a
now.
cense In Oak park
onnonvt hnre October 10 Will
on.
i
'have 'no backers." he went
."mean to show what a man can do
with
do
to
alone. I have nothing
impresarios. I have contracted for
uioi-the house myseir, ana wm
of the seats myself, and to none but
Intellect.
persons of taste and the
people. I
"I play only for
of them
14.000,000
for
have plnved
on the vaudeville stage, In department stores, In apartment houses,
'
In the homes of the poor, in streets
potenland allevs. There are manydebarred
who feel
tial music-lover- s
from concerts by the vogue and
technical gymnastics, but really
'
beauty
music, and I mean music ofcommon
and dignity, belongs to the
'man as much as to anyone. I be- lieve In the direct appeal of simple
and beautiful music, brought out by
shading of
phrasing, bv delicate
Utone.
I play bird numbers; nurrw
Paviowa;
, bers I have written after
negro melodies; songs like 'Annie
and compositions
' Laurie";
.
,
- hymns, .
nwn "
resides here. He
now
Baker
Mr,
I was born In Ovid, Mich., and his
was for years
'father, S. W. Baker,
-'
superintendent of schools at Manlstee, Mich.
v

f

;

I'

"
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: SELLERS WILL
BE CANDIDATE
FOR GOVERNOR

I

(Continued from Page One.)
these various resources, and to compile from the information obtained
complete and reliable reports of
their findings. These reports to be
the property of the state and to be
made available without cost to such
.'corporations or Individuals as may

?

,

be Interested, with a view of havinfc
for themselves
ythem Investigate
through their own experts."
"What are your views regarding
, good rqads?" he was asked.
"I am sure no one can question
my loyalty to the good roads
i cause," he replied.
"I honestly bo-- ;
lieve from carerui observation that
over one-haof
;he
money ap-- J
j
propriated for good roads Is abso- lutely wasted
under the present
system. I believe the Influence of
the governor of the state can correct this condition. I am not finding fault with the men who have
,

if

had

highway management In
,My criticism 1b directed
towards the system that has been
' used for so many years, and which
Is subject to many Improvements.
I have been a pioneer In the good
roads movement, from the earliest
beginning of auto and tourist
travel. I believe the results of my
study ol the subject make me com-- i
petent to map out a highway program that will be 60 per cent more
i efficient than that under which we
are now working.
"The Income to the state from
i
1
tourists alone if good roads are
made a part of New Mexico s rep-- ;
utatlon, will be considerable. Many
; of these tourists will be attracted
by the advantage of our state and
will locate in New Mexico.
"I believe these two points, development of resources and good
roads, are of importance.
The ln- ; come
and royalty accruing to the
state by virtue of the development
of natural resources on state lands,
.ana mrougn tne aavent or thousands of tourists attracted by
travelable roads, In a few years,
In my opinion, will reduce the
erty tax of the citizens to an unbe-- ;
charge.

''

lfevable minimum."

their own enterprise they succumbed to disaster.
In 1906 the reclamation service
assumed control and repaired the
irrigation works to save from complete bankruptcy a community deprived of water for two years
through the loss of Avalon dam. In

spite of initial disappointments,
Senator Nathaniel B. Dial.
misunderstandings and individual
failures, the strong arm of the govNathaniel B. Dial of South Caro
on
carried
ernment
steadily to final lina- is a business man and prosuccess.
moter, pure and simple. In addition
Today, with its wonderful cli- to that .he's a lawyer. Before going
mate, abundant water, promise of to the senate Dial devoted his time
through railway connections, pros- to forming and operating banks,
pects of doubled productive area trust companies, warehouse, hydrothrough an extension of the pro- electric
plants and other manufac
ject should investigations now turing enterprises,
his
lie
nearlng completion prove satisfac- term in the senate in 1919.began
Dial is
tory, a long growing season, a very married and the father of a large
wide diversity of staple crop proon a farm near
and family. He8. was inborn
duction, a hustling, hopeful
1862.
C,
mutually helpful population, Carls- Laurens,
bad project looks with confidence
to tho future, relying implicitly SOUTHEAST COLFAX
upon self help, building upon the
DRY
foundation laid in government-constructe- d
IS REPORTED
TW6
SCAT.
OH
PCOC.
irrigation works and
. PCQWENAD1NG
inas
government
upon
to
backing
The Joarnnl.)
America's inland seas, the Great great vessels are lifted or lowered hnfltn nf pflmnpm evertr Riimmn
(Pptclal Correnpondence
no disaster
surance of
Lakes, afford opportunities for de- through enormous locks that have
Springer. N. M.. July 16. The
me last stage or tne voyage is can destroy.stability that
southeastof
districts
lightful vacation voyages, especial- cost many millions of dollars and made in the night, and the nights
Repayments to the United States dry farming
ly appreciated by those whose purse are a monument to Amercian engi- on these lake steamers are made are $634,878.35 upon construction ern Colfax county and all of Mora
counties are badly in
and
or time does not allow an ocean neers, the longest lock Is 900 feet up of
happy hours; outdoor dancing and operation anL- - maintenance need Harding
of rain. With the exception
voyage. A week or two spent on a One may remain on board during and music are always in order cost of $1,810,946.27.
We are now
Great Lakes' cruise permits one to the locking or step ashore and en- while over all falls a flood of silver meeting the second 6 per cent of a few favored localities over the
named no moisture of any
experience the Joys of ocean travel joy a promenade while watching moonlight or is stretched a
charge upon construction. With- district
The
value has fallen this year.
outstand-with the added pleasure of frequent the process.
out
credit
facilities,
,
other
i
deep blue canopy. Mornwheat crop never materialized,
accruals
are".
$120,000
ing
unpaid
glimpses of shore line.
from
the
the
Emerging
reveals two thriving cities, twin
canal,
as against less corn has been burned up and forOne of the most popular of these ship rides npon tho cold, blue ing
storehouses of Canada's wealth of March 31, 1922,
at a standstill.
June 30, 1920, partly age crops are
trips is that from Port McNicoll or waten of the greatest of those grain, Port Arthur and Fort WiU than to$17,000
In an- Should rains come over that disB0 per cent Increase
due
Owen Sound on' Georgian Bay, lakes, Superior. To the south the liam. Here
next ten days
looms
within
the
the great rock, nual construction accruals for these trict
Ontario, to Fort William on the waters stretch to the far horizon;
farmers will be able to raise rough
north shore of Lake Superior. This to the north, glimpses of islands Sleeping Giant, and here loom two years, but chiefly to the slump
crop values in 1920. Our In- feed, and the success of that will
route threads its way among the are afforded now and then. Just mammoth elevators into which one in
watch long trains of grain cars debtedness increased only $15,000 depend a great deal on the time
enchanting islands that dot that thirty miles aorta of Sault Ste. may
discharging their freight while on the past twelve months, and a good frost comes in the fall. The chance
summer paradise of Georgian Bay, Maria is located a
has been entilabyrinth of the other side this same grain is crop this year with fair prices will of raising any grain
swings across the northern and fascinating islands near
It is too late. The disrely-lost
reduce it at least $50,000.
Desbarats.
into
holds
the
being
waitpoured
of
widest part of Lake Iluron to the These Islands
a severe
No appeal for general relief has trict is experiencing
fine scenery ing cargo ships. The round
world famous Soo Canal. Here and every sortproTide
trip gone to Washington from Carlsbad drouth.
tf enjoyment
for can be made in a week.
project, and we have this year
spent nearly $250,000 in local im- CUTTING OFFFINGERS
provements and- forward-lookin- g
surveys and investigations. We
IS NOTHING UNUSUAL
stand confidently upon our own re5
BOYS
an
prowith
sources,
average crop
to The Jonrnnl.)
duction In 1921 of $41.53 per acre, (SimcIhI Corrotpondi-ncGallup, N. M.rHly 16. Wednes-ntgand for cotton $72.48. The total
at Rex theater, as the vaudevalue of crops produced since the ville was
TO
ready to start, but few
the incoption of the project by the
who knew why the curtain
United States has amounted to the people
in
so
was
down
held
stupendous sum of $7,784,258.44, or the audience becamelong. Many "at
impatient
a mean average of $39.77 per acre. the
wait, but no one knew
JTaught by experience, Carlsbad Just long the
long waiting fdr the
why
JOf
project stands unanimous for fed- curtain
100,000
to
go umand the vaudeeral reclamation and the McNary ville to start.
n
Recla-tloBysome manner,
bill. Francis G. Tracy in
Lloyd Medaugh got his right "hand
(By The Amoclnted Trent.)
Record.
IB. Eight
caught in the big exhaust fan and
Washington.
Julv
was de- the two middle fingers were cut
A total of 6,550 acre-fehundred miles of hard overland
off. A call for a physician by the
travel for $1.35 is a record that livered to the farms during May.
of cotton, caused by management didn't excite any one,
Replanting
smacks of the fishy, but is the ac
rains in the latter part of as such a thing 1b a common octual feat accomplished by five en- heavy was
v
in progress, and at the currence.'
BT TTW! ABSOCl ATKP PRESS.)
April,
American
college boys close of the month had been pracWashington, July 16. The In
While the many sections of the terprising
In foreign lands.
adventure
were
seeking
The Detroit pitching staff, called
tcrnatlonal Association of Machin- associations have taken part In a
tically completed; good stands
over the entire cotton area
even by Detroit experts lp
iuey are w. j. Asn, Kusseli
ists, one of the most Important of long list of strikes, local and secF. J. Selvage and II. P. reported
small the early season, has found the
with the exception of
In
the organizations participating
tional, long and short; among the Cushwa, of Indianapolis, and O. W. seeped areas near the town of Lov- range and is breezing along in
tho railroad shopmen's
strike, most bitter and longest were the Stnsflnrt. nf TTnrvov Til all at.,1- - ing. . Cutting of the first crop of high.
ents of Wabash college, Crawfords- - alfalfa hay commenced about the
numhprg on its rolls approximatefollowing:
The general strike of 1901, viue, ma., wno are intent on show- twentieth. During the last week
ly 250,000 men, officials declare, of
It's going to be considerable of
which 100,000 are employed
In whloh lasted eight months;
the ing how far resourceful young of Mav a few fields were damaged
railroad shops or In shops dolnff Southern Railway In the same America can travel without money. bhowers. The price of alfalfa a Job it the Pirates wade through
ahead of them and
Their arrival In Wnslilnotnn ra. hay opened at about $18 per ton the bunch
railroad work. Thn rpst are scat- year, which lasted about the same
tered through various other Indns- - time; on the Union Pacific In 1902, gently, after about eight hundred and gradually declined. until at the reach the top of the Rational
trlen.
duration nine months: on the Ca- imies in wnat incy called "an an- end of the month the best hay was league standing.
The organisation Is nmonpr the nadian
1903,
duration tiquated model Of nonnlnr mttnmn. selling for about $11 per ton.
Pacific,
Flocks of sheep which hart been
oldest of the country. It Is claimed, eight weeks; on the Santa Fe, bile," was at the expense of just
the project durits
not
title
same year, lasted four years; on '
does
present
although
apiece, or, that they boasted, held for lambing onwere
generally
date farther hack than 1889. In the Erie, 1906, lasted two years; 12 Cents W.IR exrtAnriVH In a tin ing the spring
the
1858 groups of skilled blacksmiths on the Baltimore
1910, to a garage hand who allowed moved to the ranges during
Practimonth.
and machinists bonded together to duration one year; on the Illinois tnem to Bleep over night In the latter part of the
"SERVICE COUNTS
YY
lambs
fat
shipped
of
the
all
form their first organization.
The Central, 1911, duration four years, back seats of cars stored there. cally
union thrived for some years,' and on the Grand Trunk, duration one They were on thplr wn v in Mnr- - to the Kansas City market were
about $14
became a part of the famous and a half years. Others of
n port News, there to
ship as "cham- - sold at prices averaging
of fat
were called on the Pennsyl- miiiioiiia to tne cows," on a cat- per hundred. Eight carloads
Knights of Labor when that body
to
the El
were
shipped
was organized, about fifty years vania, the Wabash and the Wheel- tle boat bound for Liverpool.
yearlings
markets. The
The trip to Washington
ago.
ing.
took Paso and Fort Worthof two cars
Booamo Dominant Faction.
William H. Johnston Is Interna- five days, during which they slept El Paso shipment
cents
per pound; the
Fo Important a part did the rail- tional president of the organiza- only one night in beds,
springing broughtTXTrtrth ahlriTrient
had not
road machinists take In that body tion, and with P. J. Conlon, Inter- what is believed to h a hrn .,
been sold at the close of the month.that they became the dominant national vice president, will direct wrinkle in hobodom.
L. E. Foster in Keciamauon neefaction.
In the eighties, leaders the activities of the strike from
I oilowing out their riio
economy, two of them went to a ord.
recalled, when the Knights of La- Washington headquarters.
bor went under the ban, the memhotel, engaged a room with two
TVi
wainr dnllvered to the land
Later the other three, on
The Phils kept on trying until beds.
bers, especially In the west, had to
Carlsbad- project. New Mexchange their names and seek jobs they finally trimmed the F.eds on dropped In casually for a visit " ico, the
1920 amounted to 63,644
in
stayed the rest of the night, and so acre-fee- t,
elsewhere,
hldlns their union the Cincinnati grounds.
or 2.42 acre-feper acre
PHONE
a
five
membership to avoid persecution.
enjoyed tho room and hotel of land wrigatea. iwuiwuaura
bills for three had been saved
Tho Knights were finally disRecord.
They are going to stay In Europe
rupted and the machinists got
PROTECT THE
as long as their slim
Am or! run league teams
along as best they could until, in
funds hold
FAMILY FOOD SUPPLY out, and are g,oing to tour as much
888, the railroad machinists In
declare that the White Sox are
nw wunu as tney can. If
at Atlanta, Ga., met and
and a second
U
they due for a fade-ospring more plans like the hotel
organized.
One of the most Important
division berth for the rest of tne
At the first yearly convention
duties of the housewife Is the
u.., i.ioy are sure to be successful. season. Maybe yes, and maybe
But mavhn nrrlino..
machinists' representatives from handling of food supplies. The
no.
GLASS
PAINT
couldn't accomplish the feat, for it
various sections of the country athealth and efficiency of her enIs
well
known that college students
tended, and tho name was fixed
CEMENT
PLASTER
Ads Bring Results.
tire family are dependent upon
Wsnt
Journal
as the National Association of Ma
her knowledge concerning this can think up more stunts in a
short time than ordinary mortals
chinists. The next year delegates
subject. This is esImportant
. u mucn
from Canada, practically the entire
LEGAL NOTICE
At anv
pecially true during the hot
longer.
.,,.....
,1
country, and elsewhere,, attended,
weather when extra precautions rate, there are hr.-iiNOTICE
OF DISSOLUTION.
the
the organization was extended to must be taken In care of food.
party to come out right side
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
intenational body, and the name
,
If you do not know how to
mciuae the editor of
July 14, 1922.
I"9 college paper, the captain of
changed to the present title.
food against damage
guard
is
Notice
hereby given that the
baseball team, and the
The membership, composed' for from bacteria, mold, flies, dust
heretofore existing be423 North First Street
the most part nf the highest type and everything else that will of the football team whichcaptain
Jour- - partnership
tween Al Coleman. T. R. McDowell
of skilled mechanics, has always taint It, you risk your health
"
10 Sive
year
the
firm
the
under
P.
A.
and
Goodall,
,
a
taken a leading part In the railPro-hard struggle.
Army
and that of all you serve.
name and style of National Inroading, both In this country and
per care of food also means a
vestment Co., has been dissolved as
Canada, though to little extent In
financial saving and a more
of this date, P. A. Goodall retiring
ORGANIZATION OF LAS
Mexico.
While the various local
attractive table.
from the firm; that the business
sections of the union hnvohoon am.
Experts of the State, Ttelatlon
CRUCES
BOY SCOUTS IS hereafter will be conducted by Al
rolled In constant trouble of one
Service have made an exhausT. R. McDowell under
Coleman
MADE AT DINNER MEET the nameand
sort or another with the railroad tive study of the care of food in
of National Investment
executives, union officials declarthe home and the result of their
Co.; that all accounts due the Naed, the present walkout Is only the
Is available - In
(Spaei. I Corretporilrnr
Investigation
tn Tb Journal.) tional' Investment Co.. are payable
second general strike of the entire
Las Cruces, N. M July 16. Or- to the company at its office. 2066
booklet form.
This is a free government
body.
ganization bf Las Cruces' Boy West Gold avenue; that no bills are
Tho first occurred In 1901, when
our
Scouts
and
of America was made at a authorised to be contracted for or
Washingpublication
the men rebelled ngalnst the
ton Information Bureau will
dinner, meeting presided over by on behalf of the National Investday and struck from
to secure a copy for any reader Rev. M. O. Williams, pastor of St. ment Co., unless contracted in perDecember. The association May
who fills out and mails the couPaul's Methodist church, the even-ing- son by either Al Coleman or T. R.
counted that one a moral victory, for pon below. Write your name
July 14, when these officers McDowell.
the men generally never returned
NATIONAL INVESTMENT CO.,
and address clearly. Enclose1 were elected for the year:
to the
In
two
cents
return
Mcdowell.
B. G. Jones, superinfor
stampc
By
President
day, the maximum
tendent of city schools; vice presiremaining at nine hours, wh!fh postage.
several years later was reduced to
dent, F. A. McClernon, town maneight.
ager; secretary, Billy W. Carlton;
WINDOW SHADES!
At that time, however, officials
FREDEItlC J. HA6KJN,
treasurer, Tony Ruiz. The foreDirector,
nteed Roller and Shade
salr, the organization did not adhere
r;i?
going and C. F. Knight, vice presito the main principle of the present The Albuquerque Journal InforLet ns give yon an
dent of the Chamber of Commerce,
Cloth.
strike, that no men should return
L'stimste.
and Frank Herron, vice president
mation Bureau, Washington,
to work until agreements paved
D. C.
of the Me8illa Valley bank, constiANDERSON BROS.
the way for the return of all, hut
I enclose herewith two cents tute the executive committee.
Phone 870-- 4
the men went back to their Jobs in stamps for return postage
The council consists of the six
by local groups.
on a free copy of the booklet
members of the executive committ nlons Will Fight.
"Care of Food In the Home."
tee and L. A. Broaddus, R. W.
i
However, It was emphatically
Twining, J. W.' Rlgney and W. E.
Kama
declared on the first day of the
Ayers.
present strike, that Just as the rail
A commissioner will be chosen
Street
executives have. organized
one
Into
at a meeting of the council, called
.
n ,
SPECIALIST IN OCCLAB'
for
next Tuesday evening. Five
'
- , REFRACTION
City
will the unions fight In one organ- troops will be'ocganlzed next fall
Izatlon for the return to former
I0JT-EOT 8. Ftonrth.
'
orPbone
and
affiliate
with
Paso
El
the
oiaio
scales.
.J ganization.
.
...
star-jewel-

.

.impossible
duplicate.

Guaranteed bv

'

to

In

France in

1920.

The two airplanes did not figure
in the race. "Texas Wild Cat,"
crashed into a tree during a practice flight, and "Cactus Kitten"
was not entered. Both were later
returned to the Curtlss company,
which alleges in its answer to the
General Oil's complaint that in exchange for them the company
cancelled an account of $2,317
owned by Mrs. Cox and notes for
$19,366 given by Mr. Cox to the
head of the company. Mrs. Cox
was quoted at the time of the race
as saying that her husband, had
spent $250,000 In preparation for
the race.
The $200,000 mentioned In the
General Oil company's complaint
is alleged to have been a part of
$625,000 which it is charged Cox
retained for expenses while selling
stock for the companyand for which
the company has been granted? permission to sue Cox in Houston.
Cox was enjoined from acting vas
president of the General Oil in
1920, when It went into the bands
of a receiver, but ne has two other
companies In Texas with total capital of $21,000,000. The complaint
filed here also names the officers
of these two, companies.

e
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1fBy paying 'cash for

the things you buy
from us you help us
to help you. You help
us by allowing' us vto
make satisfied customer's with real values. We help you by
sejling you the things
you need for less "than
you. have been accustomed to, paying. IfA'nd
further, you enable us
to buy for cash, effect"
ing another saving
whicli we can pass on
to you, as a customer
of the National Qar-- .;
ment

f

Company,"
Central.

West

403

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

4. C. BAT.PRinflB
LUMHRR CO, I
Z1 Bnutli
Flnl stfeet.
rhon 408.
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HERE'S THE MAJESTIC
Peer of All Combination Janges

WITHOUT MONEY

This Number Almost
Are Employed in Railroad Shops or in Shops
Doing
Railroad Work; the Rest Are Scattered
Through Various Other Industries.

et

Ka-Ka- n,

.

j

The

at

and-Ohl-

ffg

model illustrated Is priced
Terms can be arranged.

$195.

dura-ratio-

HichlandPharmacy
30

et

1

FOR GAS, COAL ORVOOD
OR ALL THREE AT ONCE
beauty of the Majestic combination range will
you at once. Then, as you remember that it is the
best money can buy, you will marvel at it's comparatively
low price. $195 for you know the Majestic is a stove built for
a lifetime of hard service.
Tho Majestic combination has a coal and wbod oven below, and a gas oven arid broiler above. It has four gas burn-

THE

.

ers and

four-hol-

top, enameled

e

panels, doors, etc.

1

L

the-sho- ps

'"'luty

M B E

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

-

But come In and sue it. Tou'll want a combination
you need a new range this summer.

Fint and Copper.
Phone 305
"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

TWELVE SHOPPING DXYS LEFT

V

t. r.

Get Vour Fall Shoes
Do Not Walt for High

n4l

range If

ur

ONLY

C H. CARNES

.-

t........i

.,

on

PricesMore Than Half the Stock
rpady sold.

MAnUFACTURElTS

FIRST

1-

,

SALE SHOE STORE

301 NORTH

,

.

TOUR WORLD

ten-ho-

?

race

COLLEGE

of

It's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a rare and
delightful quality

and
with the Curtlss Aeroplane
Motor company in jt suit filed in
equity term bf the New York
county supreme' court yesterday
by the trustees oj! the General Oil
The
company of Houston, Tex.
suit requires an accounting of
$200,000 alleged to have been taken from the General Oil company
by Cox when he was its president
to pay for "Texas Wild Cat" and
"Cactus Kitten," two racing airplanes built by the Curtlss company tp be entered by Itr. and Mrs.
Cox in the James Gordon lAnnett

-

APPROXIMATELY 250,000 Mill
MEMBERS OF THE MACHINISTS'
UHiOfl, OFFICIALS DECLARE

ten-ho-

Cigarette

.

J

e,

pleas-nire?-

If

No more striking evidence of the
beneficient effect and unshakable
irstability of govSrnment-inltlate- d
rigation. Is to be found than in
The effect of
Carlsbad project.
practical reclamation 'is to uplift
not only the immediate community,
but to develop the entire environment to the visible horizon and
even beyond.
All southeastern
New Mexico an empire in extent,
destined to support an abundant
and virile population and to exercise a commanding Influence upon
the whole state owes Its railroads
and settlement to the vision and
initiative of those who began irri--

Man Arrested Five Times' for
Violin in Streets
i Playing
t
r O fk
n nnrnr n.AHA
in
in;
;
Willi MppiUl nu
uiiviwc
L. lect Audience.
!

OF

SUCCESS

A

liW-t-

flBy selling for cask
we help ourselves by
helping you. Tf Selling
S. E. COX'S CASE for cash eliminates
much costly bookkeepNew Complications Injected ing and the necessity
Into the Financial Prob- for
maintaining a collems of Oil Man and Avi- lection system, f These
ation Enthusiast.
items reduce our overNew York, July 16. New complications were injected into the head expense, and of
financial problems of Seymour E.
Co, Texas oil promoter and avia- course reduce the price
tion enthusiast, when he and his of
our merchandise.
wife were made

s

BATON

inn

i

LEGISLATORS

I

'LOCKING "AT. THE SOO

July 17, 1922,
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"POUIT GUESE FLIERS COMPLETE TRIP ACROSS "ATLANTIC

STRIKE BALLOTS

BETTER DEMAND

HIED

DISTRIBUTED BY
RAILWA 1 CLERKS
Government

Is

,

the Walkout Situation.
(By The Aasorluted PrcM.)
Washington, July 16. Developments In the railroad strike In the

(By The Associated TimO
Now York, Julv 16 (by the Associated Press.) With the coun-

ton for Detroit after a conference
with President Harding, what action he would recommend to his associates but reiterated the hope
that a conference would be forced
between the railroad executives
now on
and the union shopmen
strike which, he believed, ' would
bring a settlement of the present
i

,

tie-u- p.

Pago Coutinho, on pontoon of

plan, directing mooring of it In harbor

The successful
flight of Captains Coutinho and
Saccadura, Portuguese aviators,
cross-Atlant-

ic

PUBLIC NURSE'S

REPORT SHOWS

SMI

A

OF LIFE

Report on Disorders
A report on the recent disorders
The following report of the past
at Denison, Tex., was received at week has been handed in by the
the war department today, and was
taken at once to the White House. public health department: , health
The nurse's report, publio
It was understood to have been
from, the rmy inspector ordered department, shows an active week.
to scene Hy. Secretary Weeks. The Families are beginning to see the
text of the report was not made great importance of prevention of
public.
There were 112 home
Next to the meeting of the main- disease.
33 sick babies attended and
tenance of way union meeting, ln- instructed in the preparaterest here centered chiefly upon mothers
and bedside care of
the effect of the strike upon the tion of food not
infants:
merely talks, but
transportation of' the malls. Post-- I the
master General Work was at his the actual preparation ofof the food,
the baby.
and
dressing
office practically all day' to re- bathing
Four conferences wore held n difceive reports from postal inspectors and to round out the depart- ferent districts of the city. This
sinment's plans for organization of week's report falls to show a seen
motor truck routes to replaoe dis- gle death among sick Infants
nurse.
continued mall trains. Few re- by the
The telephone is busy these
ports of Interference with the
malls by striking railway workers days, coming in from every district
were .received at the postoffice de- inhe city; inquiries about conferences for mother; "When can the
partment, however.
nurse call at my home?" "Where
Motor Trufks Mobilized.
Mobilization of motor trucks has do you weigh the babies?" etc.
The week's work and questions
not moved forward with much success, the department announced. have shown the necessity for a few
From as far west as California "don'ts," which follow:
Most mothers expect infants to
offers of motor corps organizations
and commercial airplanes to han- gain 6 or 7 ounces a week during
the
first, year and this often leads
dle mall matter for the government have poured In on the de- to
During Illness,
children lose weight very rapidly,
partment.
Possible extension of the strike but when oonvalescent, they usualIn a new direction was seen In the ly regain It equally as rapidly, ofdistribution of strike ballots by ten as much as 6 to 8 ounces a
the Brotherhood of Railway, week.
Until it is a year old, a child
Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers and Express Employes to Its should be weighed once a week, at
a
fixed hour, most conveniently
members who are employed by the
Southern Railway and Its affiliated just before the bath. Delicate or
lines. The ballots are returnable sick children should be weighed
twice a week. A record of the
July 20.
weights should be carefully kept.
Do not compare the weight of your
INTERNATIONAL
NET
baby with that of any other, as no
PLAY TO BE DISCUSSED two babies grow tip alike, and It
will only unnecessarily discourage
New York, July 16. Arrange- you, for your baby may not gain
ments for at least three, and pos- according to any set schedule at
especially during the warm
sibly four, rounds of international times,
months.
Some babies
tennis play will be discussed by the summer
gain little or not at all during that
Davis cup aommittee cf the United
States Lawn Tennis association time, but they are not on this acA continunext Friday so that preparations count to be over-fewill be completed when the French ous gain of 7 ounces Is rare and
to
In
end
trouble.
team arrives late this month.
Increase
apt
The French team will play their in weight is often arrested by
semi-finmatch with the Austra- trifling disturbances of health, as
lian players at the Longwood slight cough, cold, teething, etc.
Don't wean the baby because the
Cricket club, Boston, the winner to
meet in the final the team that Is mother's milk looks pale like dih
victorious In the
Isles luted skimmed
milk; It often
looks that way.
Whether the two
will play in the United
Don't swaddle the baby in
States Is uncertain.
clothes so that he perspires, as he
of
the
is
final round
Postponement
apt to take cold.
from August 17, 18 and 19 to AuDon't play with the baby after
gust 24, 25 and 26 may be made to feeding, nor excite him at any
oblige the British team, providing time, especially before going to bed
neither of the other three semi- at night.
finals are played.
Don't feed the baby every time

of Pernamboco on arrival.
to accidents in landing and taking
off they were forced to use three

recently completed was more a
battle against misfortune than
against the ocean elements. Due

airplanes,

he cries; you upset his digestion.
Don't allow friends or strangers
to kiss your baby.
Don't forget that fresh air Is essential to a baby's health.
Don't allow any one with a
cough near your baby.
Don't neglect a little diarrhoea.
Don't keep on giving the child
the same food when you know it
is disagreeing with him.
Don't give a cold bottle to a
baby.
Don't follow the advice of
friends. Consult your physician.
Don't remove the binder from
your baby's abdomen until he Is
four months old.
Don't forget that It is easier to
avoid trouble than to cure it.
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PIRKIN
Strikers Announce a Mass
Meeting on Friday Night,
to Explain Their Cause
o the Public.

""

(Br The Amorlnled Prrsa.)
The modOmaha, Neb., July
ern church was flayed for Its laxity
try's two major labor disputes and indifference by the Rev. Pa
still contributing their elements G. Prokopy of Chicago In his serof uncertainty, business and finan- mon at the
of the thircial news during the past week teenth annualopening
International Wal-thsuggested that the trend toward
league convention here today.
is .uninterrupted. Taking as his topic the motto
improvement
Railroad car loadings for tho last "Fear the Lord and Servo Him In
week in June were slightly smaller Sincerity and Truth," the Rev. Prothan in tho ono previous, which kopy deplored the violations of the
set a new high record for the law and order of the land and the
year.
pursuit of pleasure and money.
The loss Is to be accounted for
"There probably has never been
the
a time when the world was so torn
by smaller coal shipments,
movement of merchandise showing by doubts and fears; when there
was so much deceit and fraud," he
a further gain.
Indication that a better demand declared.
"The disregard .of law and order
for eteel products is being maintained, were confirmed by the borders on mob. rule. Pleasure
June 30 total of unfilled orders of madness and money madness are
the United States Steel corpora- the great Idols that engross the atof countlets thousands
tion. As of the ffrst of the cur- tention
rent month the corporation's books There is something wrong with the
world.
show D, 635, 000 tons of unfinished
Decay has set In. The
is turning
social gospel
business, this figure being 380,000
tons larger than on May 30, and churches into more social clubs.
','There Is a powerful tendency
1,494 tons above that on February
and from without
28, when the low point of the re- from within
cent depression was made.
threatening to tear down the pilIt is estimated, furthermore, lars of the church. But there Is a
that the June 30 figure means remedy. The need of the hour Is
and sincerity.
that new business during June service
"There Is an overwhelming reamounted to more than 1,400,000
sponsibility
resting upon all those
tons, which Is a volume exceeding who call themselves
The
the corporation's monthly produc- need of the hour IsChristians.
not for more
tion capacity.
At present steel men, or more t money, or more
output is experiencing a mild check churches, but for deeper realization
on account of the railroad strike, or
responsibility."
the steel corporation's rate of op2,000 delegates and visiterations having been reduced from orsNearly
from all parts of the country
77 per cent to 75 per cent.
are here for the convention.
"lS
DARWINISM
JUST

ATTEMP

r IDE

TO WRECK

TR!

T. & P.
Bloodhounds Are Placed on
the Trail of the Men;
Engine Derailed a Few
Miles From Marshall.
(Bj Tho Asociatcd Treat.)
.Dallas, Tex., July
have been placed on the
trail of men who attempted to
wreck Texas & Pacific passenger
train No. 21 from New Orleans
westbound for El Paso this morning, J. Tm, Lancaster, receiver for
tho Texas & Tacific lines, declared

tonight.
.
The engine of the train was derailed a few miles from Marshall,
Tex., which is about thirty miles
west of Shreveport, Da., Mr. Lancaster said, according to reports to
his office. Only a
delay
'
resulted, he said.

O'Grady stopped tho mlxup and
took a big pocket knlfo away from
Santa Maria, who said he had been
struck In the mouth by Lopez.
Santa Maria refused to make a
complaint against Lopez, and the
The police
crowd was dispersed.
were unable to discover if the affair
had any relation to the strike.
A few cases of intimidation were
reported yesterday to Santa Fe special officers, who announced last
Investigate
night that they would
all sucKmatters and swear out warcal!
rants wTien the circumstances sev
ctlon. They said that
eral arrests might occur today. The
day, on tho whole, was quiet.. orStrike leaders say that their
ders have been from the first not
to mole3t workers. Peaceful picketing, 'they say, has been the only
in
policy and men have been asked,
the interest of the welfare of labor
nnr? nil workmen In iteneral, not to
The
go to work to break the strike. with
strikers say they are satisfied
the progress they are making, and
believe they will win.
Bis Public Mooting.
The strikers say they welcome the
Investigation of their eause by the
public. They have arranged to hold
a mass meeting on Friday evening
at 8 o'clock at the high Rchool audiis intorium, to which
vited. The ladies especially ore
V.
S. Patterasked to be present.
of the mason, secretary-treasursaid
last
night. A
chinists' union,
number of well known Albuquerqueto
men haVe accepted Invitations
speak, among them City Commissioner Ed Swope, Rev. Mr. Harvey
and Chairman Walton of the city
commission.
Conditions at the shops were reported good by railway officialsis
last night. They said that work
being turned out, and things are
running smoothly, with additional
men going on every day.
er

BANK CLEARINGS LAST
WEEK, $2,954,194,77
Bank clearings In Albuquerauo
for the week ending July 13, were
J2.954.194.77. This Is a gain over
the previous week, when the clear

ings were $2,587,950.

OPENS AND CLOSES
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DCXDALK IS SEIZED.
Belfast,, July 16 (by the, ASSOel-ntn-

1
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FILM SMILES
and to forth
By Hi Speed
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Bobert E. Tod.

...r

Windsor."

Second Floor.

,
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?

The Silk Sale
Summer Yard Goods
Main Aisle

.

Travelware

All
AT

First Floor.

'

:

DISCOUNT

20

In the Meif$

Store-- -

,

All Straw Hats

STEAMSHIP IS ASHORE.
San Francisco, 'July 16. The
steamship Mobile City is ashore on
Protection island in Puget Sound,
according to word received here tonight by the marine department of
the chamber of commerce.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Suits

Here Are Opportunities
To Buy Essentials
of Daily Use
At Substantial
Savings

BACTERIOLOGICAL
COUNT FOR MILK IN
CITY
IS 500,000

Km

mm

xhtstitfftrt
mtsbow
sctualsi& .

Invincible,
? Jor 2$t ",

Dr. O. C. West said yesterday he
wished to call attention to the fact
that the highest bacteriological
count permitted In milk sold under
the Albuquerque
is
ordinances
600,000.
Through a typographical
error It ,was stated yesterday that
the count allowed Is &00,
MrsL V. J. Altmlx ami babv
daufiThtei 1 31
Was Tllffmn. who
have been visiting in Qulncy, 111.,
have returned home, accompanied
by Mrs, Alt mix's father, Frank
.Kroner. "

oing On Vacation?
Get the flews From Home Every Day
ALBUQUERQUE

As Per Usual
seems that "Justice" in films
demands that "Evidence" shall bs
given "Under Oath."

-
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Edition, for 85c Per Month.
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No Importance."
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Department.
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(Vf The An.oiintfrt Trent.)
Des Moines, Iowa, July 16. Gov-

Mar.

The task of directing the cany.
lng out of the immigration restric
tion law rests on tbe shoulders of
"When Satan Sleeps" would be
Bobert E. Tod, commissioner of im- a mere nan arrordincr tn' snm an.
migration at New York. He passes thorities.
on the number of each nationality
to be admitted each month, under
Over 5,000 feet of film is consumed in picturing "A Woman of
the three per cent role, .

--

Ready-to-We- ar

.mum lmLouitL

"Seeing Is Believing" in films, but
any kid will tell you that feeling is
knowing under the slipper.

mm. mm

Ready-to-We-

4

I,a9 Vegas and Raton women
have passed resolutions endorsing
the Sterling bill, which would prohibit the sale of liquors within
eighteen miles of the coastline of
American possessions.
They have
also given several scholarships for
the Frances E. Willard home In
Santa Fe. Mrs. Winnie Byrd, Btate
secretary of the W. C. T. U., and
Mrs. Catherine Patterson visited
the two cities on their way home
from Oklahoma City and held enthusiastic meetings for the reorganization of the V. C. T. U. These
two ladles are now In Santa Fe and
will come to Albuquerque to confer with state W. C. T. U. officers.
Their object Is to build up the
work of the W. C. T. U. In tho

today
lack of evidence.

sewed up.

rlage?' with Elaine Hammerstein."
Is Life Worth L ving? with
Eugene O'Brien."
'"What Do Men Want? with

Colo.

u

rl

in

for communities

& SCHLOSS CIGAR CO.

Twn

in

where Sunday movies are taboo. Film
"revivals would be
popular if for no other reason than
that there is no passing the hat.

Cenwtldttcd Cigmr Corpotnttoo
i'
Distributed br

mi

r)iinrin1lr

Problems in
" Why Announce Signs
Your

't W&shingtori

Women's

BUILDING UP W. C. T. U.
WORK IN NEW MEXICO

the ernor Nate E. Kendall late tonight
hands of the nationalists, more than issued a warning to railroad and
nave
three hundred repuDlicans
coal strikers and sympathizers not
Between 4 to interfere In any way with the acbeen taken prisoner.
and IB o clock In the morning tno tivities of the railroads. The action
nationalists
virtually seized the was taken after reports had been
town, only two casualties resulting made to the governor that mine
two irregulars, a man named strike sympathizers had molested a
Berry killed, and another seriously crew of Ktrlke breakers attempting
wounded.
to clear the wreckage of a Burlington passenger train, which left, the
THREE BURN TO DEATH.
track near Lovllla, Iowa, this mornV.
II. ing. No one was seriously injured
Los Angeles, July 16.
Robinson, aviator, and two men in the wreck.
passengers, were burned to death
TWO JAPS ARRESTED.
here tonight when the airplane In
which they wore riding caught fire
Manila, F. I., July 16 (by the
ioonriatBd
PrpssV Two Japanese
fell.
and
named Fujlhara and Momota Kane- aicer-nooThe Washington Senators have gave, arrested last Frmay
charged with taking photohad hard luck in tho loss of a
McKinley military
number of games this year, after graphs on the
five miles from Manila,
apparently having the contests reservation,
were released because of
TiVcc

the many nhntn.
play "revivals coming to the $creen
are designed to furnish entertainment

we consider La Azora today
(C triumph in cigar making.
Ia Aion Cigar b mid by

Denver,

-

COMPLETE CLEARANCE OF,'

T is possible that

mild. A a strictly mild,
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,

ROTHENBERG

t ,

.Tims GOOD.

La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler has
the bouquet of true Havana,
that Havana is astonishingly

;

l

I

Tho resolution calTIng for the
naming of the committee orders the
education board to "begin at once
to seek Christian scientists who wlli
prepare text books for all departments of science which will rightly
relate science to the Bible, and wno
will set forth the fact that the majority of the greatest men of science
have repudiated Darwinism, except state.
as an unproven working hypothesis.
This, of course, means that It is STRIKERS WARNED NOT
not science at all, but just theory."
The committee will have a year
TO INTERFERE WITH
in which to Investigate the matter
.ROADS' ACTIVITIES
before reporting to the convention.

IMMIGRATION GATES

To the Friends ofLa Azora

'

NOW GOING ON
AT

X '5

appointed a committee to look into
the matter of providing such text

.Clalra

'.

Pleasure.

Spanish-America-

Azora."
1

LAXITY

Minister Deplores Violations
of the Law and Order of
the Land and Pursuit of

,

DonVsay,
"Giye me. something mild."
';v'y'
Say

u

IIS

FOR

Four men, three of whom are
OF
said to be strikers, were cited yesWOMEN TO ATTEND THE terday by Tatrolman Braden to
this morning before Police
ANTI-VICEMEETING
Judge George Roddy on a chargeem-of
B. S. Sampsel, a nhop
Fourteen organizations of womer. molesting
ploye. The men are said to have
in Albuquerque
are expected to accosted
Sampsel as he came from
have representatives present at the the
He telephoned for the
shops.'
A THEORY
IS CLAIM
meeting this afternoon In the Y. M. police. The men are W. L. Crowe,
C. A. building to discuss and take Welcome
Marteno, Emll Kleins-wortaction on the vice problem.
Is
All
(By The ABioctiiled Treia.)
and Tommy Cole, who
women in the city are invited. A said to be
a
Nashville, Tenn., July 16. Foi
fighter.
permanent organization having as A number prize
the purpose of finding Christian
of
its object the protection .of young engaged in an altercation near the scholars who can write text books
'
girls will be formed.
Coal avenue viaduct
yesterday on silence "free from erroneous
morning. The principals in the af- statements with reference to evoluand tion, the education board of tlw
Maria
were
Narciso Santa
fair
Pat Southern liaptist convention has
Captain
Lopez.
Auquftin

Spain-Britis-

s.

-teams

FOUR MEN CITED.

14 ORGANIZATIONS

over-feedin-

semi-final-

y

CRITICISED

er

vis-It- s,

I

15

J?

Trend Toward Business Improvement Is Uninterrupted, Despite Coal and. Railroad Strikes.

Receiving
a Close
Reports
Watch Is Being Kept on

,

FOR

STEEL PRODUCTS

and

capital today were confined to the-,
receipt of reports by the three government departments which by
virtue of their functions, are keepT
lng them closely in touch with the
,
situation.
At the White house and elsewhere In government circles, the
outcome of the forthcoming meeting of officials of the maintenance
of way employes union at Detroit,
was being awaited as holding potentialities of firsjt importance.
E. F. Grable, .president of the
organization, declined to Indicate
last night, "when "he left Washing-

MODERN

It is now disclosed that "Skin
Deep" is a movie and not a type
of beauty4

Name

Address.

Postoffice .

........

........

i
tt

t

"Happiness a la Mode" listens
good, even if it is only a film title.

"Exit the Vamp" is all wrong.
Theda Bara is going to make a pic-

Give Your Albuquerque, Address Here.

ture for Selznick.

No..

No man that ever met one would
Jitle a film "Square Deal Cyclone."
They come crooked as a corkscrew.

Do you

K

The dauntless movies are settling
, "Should
a , Wife

"Question:

"The Woman Who Loved Life"

Want Ads Bring Quick Results JJ,?2iSsLs2. Ei06

lX

in

pictures.

;

your absence?

.Street

Phone.

.

....:

discontinued at Albuquerque address during

wish-pape-

Yes

No

'.,

"

V
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JOE LYNCH HELPS
PUT BANTAMS IN

D0N0HUE1SHIT

5 HELD TO
THREE HITS

HARD BY BHftVES

10 II

Shift in the Lineup Fails to
Help New York's Losing
Streak; Chicago Takes
Game, 4 to 0.

'
Bj The Asuoclnted Pre.)
Cincinnati, July 16. Boston hit
Donohue hard today and defeated
the Reds In a hard fought game, 5
to 4. Score:
Boston.
n. ir. po. A. E.
ar.
1
2
6
0
0
0
of
Powell,
f
2
2
0
0
1
Nixon If
1
3
0
1
6
0
Cruise', rf
0
1
2
0
1
Boeckel, 3b
3
4
0
0
0
0
Holke, lb
3
3
1
4
9
2
Ford, ss
6
1
2
2
0
Kopf, 2b
0
7
0
1
1
3
Gibson, o
0
1
0
2
..
McQuillan, p
1,0
Oeschirer, p . . . 1 0 0 0 1 0
Marquard, p . . . 1 0 0 0 0 0

(Br The AMoclated Prey.)
New York, July 16. A shift in
the Yankee lineup failed to check
the team's losing streak today, Red
Faber holding the New Yorkers to
three hits while the White Sox hit
Bush opportunely and won their
second straight, 4 to 0. Score:
Chicago.
Ali. R. H. PO. A. E.
4
0
0
4 2 1
Johnson, ss
0
4
0
0
2 vl
8b
Mulligan,
4 0
0 2 4 1
Collins, 2b
Hooper, rf . . . . 4 2 2 2 0 0
1
4
2
1
0 0
Mostil, cf
3
0
l'i 0
0
0
Falk, If
1 10
0
4 0
0
Sheely, lb
0 0
1
7
1
3
Yaryan, c
2
0
0
1
0
3
Faber, p

.

....

...

,3

11 27 14

37

Totals

1

Cincinnati.

cf

4

Daubert, lb
Duncan, If ....
Harper, rf ....

.,. . 5
4

1

0

1

4
0
.... 4'p

1

...

xBressler

....

xxFonseca

,

Markle, p

XxxNeale

2

1
0
... 1
0

S
fi

2
3
1

0
2

4
4
Bonne 2b
4
o
.
.
.
Haricrave,

Pinelli, 3b
Caveney, ss
Donohue, p

1
1
0
0

3
1
3
4
2
4

1
0
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
1

0

0
1
0

0
0

1

0

ft

0
0

1
4

a
0
0
0
0
0

I)

kA-r- r

1

0

0
0
0

0
0

'. 37
1
4 13 27 15
Totals
x Batted for Donohue In the
""
seventh.
xx Batted for Markle In ninth.
xxx Ran for Fonseca In ninth.
'
By innings:
010 101 200 5
Boston
100 100 1:004
Cincinnati
e
hits Har- Summary:
hits
grave, Gibson. Three-bas- e
Duncan, Cruise, Ford, Home run
Gibson.
Sacrifice
Daubert.
Double plays Ford to Kopf to
Holke; Ford to Kopf to Gibson;
Oeschger to Gibson to Holke; Kopf
to Gibson. Bases on balls Off
McQuillan, 1; Donohue, 1. Struck
out By McQuillan, 1; Donohue, 3;
Markle, 1. Hits Off McQuillan, 9
In 4. none out in fifth; off Oeschger, J in 2
Marquard, 1 in
3
Donohue, 9 in 7; Markle, 2,
in 2. Winning pitcher Marquard.
,

Two-bas-

"-

-

...rasnsHKIS'- -

Latest photo of Bantamweight
Champion Joe Lynoh.

two-tim-

1

St. Louis, 1 ; New York, 0.
Louis, July 16. The Cardinals
climbed to within
game of
first place today by taking the second straight game from the Giants,
1 to 0. J, Barnes and Sherdell
In a pitchers' battle, which
was decided in favor of the Cardinals in the eighth inning when
Flack, who had singled and was
to second bv Smith.
sacrificed
scored the winning run on Four-nier- 's
single to right. Score:
New York.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
ss
... 6 0 3 3 3 0
Bancroft,
Rawllngs, 2b ... 5 0 0 2 7 0
1
0
4
o
1
1
Arisen. 3b
4 0 0 1 0 0
Meusel, If ....
one-ha-

........

Young;,

4
3
4
4
8
1

Kelly, lb
Cunningham, cf
Snyder, c
J. Barnes, p ...

xShlnners

lf

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

2

2

10

2
0
0
0

2
3
0
0

0
1
0
0
2

0

37
Totals
0 10 24 14
x Batted for Barnes in ninth.

Ioiils.

St.

Flack, rf
Smith, cf
Hornsby,
Mueller,

AB. R. H. PO.

.4
,
2b ... 8
If .... 4
S

Fournier, lb

Stock, 3b
Alnsmith, o
Lavan, ss
Sherdel, p

3

....

.

.....

4
3
3
3

1

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

.3
2
3
2
5
4
fi

2
0

0
1

0
C

0
0
1

A.E.
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
8
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
V

0

...30 1 7 27 .6 0
Totals
By innings:
000 000 000 0
New York
000 000 Olx 1
St. Louis
e
hit Kelly.
Summary:
Stolen base Smith.
Sacrifice
Smith Double plays Stock (unassisted). Bases on balls Off J.
Barnes, J; off Sherdel, 1. Struck
out By J. Barnes, 2; by Sherdel. 4.
Time 1:55.
Two-bas-

Brooklyn, fi; Pittsburgh, 2.
Brooklyn. Julv 16. Hv Mvers'
double in the seventh and his triple
In the eighth with the bases full,
were the main features In the 6 to-2
victory scored y Brooklyn over
Pittsburgh today. Grimes pitched
great ball in the pinches, no less
than thirteen Pirates being left on
bases.
Score:
R. H. E.
Pittsburgh ..001 000 100 2 9 1
Brooklyn .. . .000 000 24x 6 12 2
Batteries: Carlson, Morrison and
Gooch; Grimes and O. Miller.
--

Philadelphia,

10;

Clilc-aeo-

.

7.

Chicago, July 16. Philadelphia
drove Alexander off the mound to- day and continued to hit Osborne
and Steuland.hard. making it the
sixth consecutive victory for the
Phillies against Chicago this season. The score was 10 to 7.
JT 15
Score

SCORE

12

9

4
2
3

0

1
2
4
2
1
1
0

0

45
49

.35

who succeeded him when Griephan
'was knocked out of the box In the
"Grasshopper"
fifth
Inning.
Weiss, who expected to pitch for
Santa Fe, is suffering from a sore
arm, and Gomez, who was to have
gone into the box, was compelled
to remain at home because of Illness in his family, according to
Manager Qan Ortiz of the Capital
city bunch.
It was the Grays' batting day,
and they apparently would have
swatted any pitcher who opposed
them. Roberto pitched a splendid
game for the homo boys and got
good support. Manuel Chaves got
two home runs and made three
hits in five trips to the plate. Sala-- -t
zar and "Chief" Ervin each got
homers. "Toots' Teller made four
hits in four trips to the platter.
J. Rivera of Santa Fe got a freak
home run, when his single got lost
in the automobiles near the right
field gate.
The Grays now have three
games out of four with Santa Fe,
for the season.
Gllwon This Week.
Next Saturday and Sunday the
Gibson Miners will be here for a
e
series. Gibson has been
strengthened since coming here by
two new players, one of them a
fine pitcher. Two hotly contested
games are booked for Saturday
and Sunday.
A big crowd was out to yesterday's game, including many Santa
Fe rooters.
The box score:
Santn Fo.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
Martines, rf... 3 l l
i n
1
6
o
1
0
0
Weiss, cf
A. Rivera, ss . . 5 0 o 1 7 0
4
2
2
0
1
Arcy, 3b
0
Qulntana, 2b, p 2 1 2 2 2 0
J. Rivera, If . . 4 1 2 3 0 0
Griephan, p. 2b 3 l 1 2 1 0
3 0
2
4 1 1
"triego, c
Berardinelli. lb 4 0 0 11 0 n
1
o
xAlarld
0
0
0
0
two-gam-

'i

Totals

33

10 24 12

Albuquerque.
AB. R. K PO A.

M'l. Chaves, 2b
Ortiz, ss
Teller, If
Roberto, p
R. Ervin, rf . . .

....

3

6
4

4

1
1
1

12

V.
1

1
n

Two-bas-

mLmmmil

JOHN M'GIMW

fetClub.;
GIANT

.

...49

....52

43
44

1.42

..

Pittsburgh .
Philadelphia
Boston

......3831

..)... 29

u

Pet.

80
84
40
41
42
44
, 47

.620
.605
.518
.518
.500
.463
.897
.367

.50

0

..

0

30 0 3 27 10 0
Totals
x Batted for Bush In eighth.
By innings:
01 201 0004
Chicac
000 000 0000
New York
e
hits MosSummary:
til, 2, Home run Yaryan, Hooper.
Double
Sacrifices Ward, Falk.
play Johnson, Collins and Sheely2.
Bases on balls Off Faber,
Struck out Bush 8; Faber, 7; Mur-raOff Bush, 7 in 8;
1. Hits
off Murray, none In 1. losing pitcher Bush. Time 1:50.

.i

y,

ltobby's still nt it
This dapper little wilfer from At
lanta, Ga who set the sport world
0.
on
fire three years ago with his
St. Louis, 2; Washington,
16. Davis spectacular playing while yft in
July
Washington.
scattered
five
to
short
trousers, has failed to date to
held Washington
winning the win a national championship but he
hits, today, St.of Louis
the series, 8, to 0. lsn t discouraged. He gave his usual
second game
commendable account of himself in
'
Score:
the recent national open champion
St, Louis.
AB. H. H. PO. A. E ship tourney at Chicago.
u
He gave tne
Jones is twenty-onGerber, ss . . . . 6 1 2 0, l0 V
5
golf world a real thrill in 1919 when
l 1
Tobin, rf
such
9
brilliant
he
golf In the
3
played
Slsler, lb
0
2
national amateur tournament at
Williams, If .
Oakmont that he went Into the
4
2
McManus, 2b .
finals. S. Davidson Herron defeated
0
5
Jacobson, cf t .
him in the title match but was
0
6
Severeld, o . . .
forced
to extend himself.
2
2
Hllerbe, 3b . . .
Jones reached the semi-fin0 2
Davis, p
round in 1920 and last year was
semi-finaat least
0 headed for the
2
9 27 10
34
Total
Willie Hunter eliminated him.
until
Washington.
in
In
open
national
TC.
the
tourney
AB. R. H. PO. A.
0
3
7 0 1920 Jones tied fourth place and
0
1
Bush. 8b
finished
last year.
fpeckinpaugh, ss 4 0 1 1 6 1o While fourth
Jones never has anpaxed a
0
8
3 0
l
Rice, cf
he
has held many sectitle
national
0
0
1 17
0
4
Judge, lb
He won the
u tional championships.
o
4
0
0
1
Brower, rf
season for
0 Southern title earlier this
1 0
1
8 0
Shanks, If
'
5
0 the third time.
0
3
0
4
Harris, 2b
American
the
He accompanied
0
2
0
0
0
2
Picinich, o
earn tn Great Britain Inst season.
0
2
0
0
3
0
Johnson, p
He was eliminated in the British
meet in the fourth round by Allen
Totals
,.80 0 5 27 21 1 Graham.
His form and brilliant
By innings:
play interested British experts,
002 000 000
St. Louis'
however.
000 000 0000
Washington
e
Mc
hits
Summary:
SOUTH FUN ASSOCIATION.
Manus, Severeld. Stolen bases SlsChattanooga,
New Orleans,
ler (2). Sacrifices Slsler, Bush,
; ,
Double plays Gerber to McManus
1; Nashville,' 0.
Mobile,
to Slsler; Davis to Slsler to SeverBirmingham, 7; Memphis 8 (15
eld. Bases oh balls Off Johnson,
Innings).
3; Davis, 3. Struck out By Da
vis, 6. Time 1:38.
Although "Nemo" Leibold and
Shono" Collins have been in the
big show many years they are
s
still
performers with
DIAMOND NOTES.
tho Red Sox.

....

....
....

f

Two-bas-

2;

first-clas-

Was Santa Fe "again" robbed?
This time, not by the umps.
but by the Grays' willow wielders.
Some slaughter! Poor Griephan!
Weiss had a stiff arm too bad
it wasn't his legs he had plenty
of chance to get the kinks out
chasing long hits.
Some pitchers think all their at
tention to the game centers In box
work. Roberto stood like a statue
and allowed a runner to parade
over from second to third with the
latter sack uncovered.
Who says Manuel Chaves Isn't
lucky? Ask Qulntana.
Ground rules only seem to work
one way with some folks.
Roberto worked himself out of
a couple of bad spots and was
much in evidence with the stick.
Arcy, the omy Santa Fean
to get a hit last Sunday, man
aged to squeeze through yesterday.
Toots naa a perfect day. Four
hits in as many times tfo with
three runs and an equal number
01 putouts.

Parent! is reported to have given
utterance to words that would not
look well in print when he dropped
V
that easy one.
A. Rivera played a nice game at

Journal Want Ads Bring Results,

More Than

ers Bring Relief to Colfax
County Farmers,
(By International

Stato

Bank ol

Itaton.)

Raton, N. M.. July 16. Drilling
of the Eureka well, eleven miles
southeast of Raton, is progressing
steadily but slowly, owing to the
that
excessively hard formation
has been experienced for the past
300
of
200 feet.
.sand
feet
Over
streaked
formation,
occasionally
with a strata showing unmistakable and increasing presence of oil,
has been passed through an ex
perience that is an exceedingly rare
one in the history of drilling oper
atlons. The present depth of over
a
2,700 feet has
tremendous bed of ocean sand that
has not yet
fully fathomed
and is giving the experts some un
to
as
usual thrills
what the next
few hundred feet will disclose.
Over '3,000 feet of
pipe has
recently been placed in readiness
for recusing the., well and shutting
off the water which now stands in
tho well to the depth of 2.000 feet.
This new casing will not be In
water
stalled until the present
bearing strata is drilled through
Although but a few feet have been
gained per day in recent arming.
the drillers In charge feel confident
the cap formations will soon be

bn

11

I

penetrated and untapped reservoirs
of wealth, corresponding to tflose
of the same formations In the
Texas fields,, brought to light.
"Spotty" showers of the past
week have brought relief to the
mountain and foothill sections .of
the county, but the farming sec
tlons of tho southern and south
eastern portions of the county are
beginning to suffer considerably
from t'.ie delayed arrival of the
July rains. The- Moreno valley, at
the head of Cimarron canyon, re
celved a heavy rain last week the
first moisture In some time whicn
is an unusual experience for that
section. The water
mountainous
supply for the city of Raton, howIs
ever.
proving fully adequate to
the situation. Both reserve roeer- voirs at the city limits, capable of
impounding 1.200,000 galiona, are
full, as well as the main reservoir
on the headwaters of the StfKarlte,
eighteen miles abovet Raton. Raton
can well boast of the finest water
plant and source of suprjly of any
city in the state.

OIL
V'.

,

Qeancleari'full-b'odied-

Watch the golden color when it is poured
into your motor. It's unmistakable.
Results afe unmistakable, too: Complete
absence of hard carbon no knocks, no
no loss of compression, but
clean spark-plugregular firing and
surplus power.
it
Light, medium, heavy and extra-heavfits all cars and all conditions1.
Drain out all. the old oil in your crank-casRefill with Texaco Motor Oil, and start
out with a Car that will deliver all the
power and life its maker built into it.
x

pre-ignitio-

n,

s,

y,

e.

M

'

,
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THE TEXAS COMPANY, U.S.A.
Ttxact Pitnlnm Product!

and
The Vermejo. Cimarron
Uracca valleys, in the southwestern
their
large apple
section, reports
orchards producing a veryahort
crop for the current year. A bllgnt-in- g
frost in May. combtid with
several destructive hall storms, put
the finishing touches on several of
the orchards where only a few scat
on the
tering apples can be found
trees. The fruit crop in the northern section of the country will be
average this year, cherries especially bearing' a heavy rrop. The h
young orchards of the French and
Maxwell irrigated tracts also suf
fered heavily from froat ana hail

MEL
til

I

V

I

.

EAR
TEXACO
GASOLINE

Active construction work on the
contract recently given tho New
Mexico Construction company for
twenty blocks of new bltulithic
paving will start this week in Raton. The Btreets included In the
new contract are as follows: South
Second from Rio Grande to the
Santa Fe rlcht of way; three blocks
on South Third street, three east
and west avenues south of Rio
Grande between Second ana Fourth
streets; the driveways of Ripley
park; North Second street from theB
present paving to its nortn ena;
block connecting Ripley park with
the paving on North First street;

TEXACO

MOTOR OILS

ist'ii fmai'iifTi

Out-of-Da-te

Tires

Kelly-Springfi- eld

vat Better Prices
h 30x3
A

1--

2

Kant-Sli-

32x4 Cord at

Lo iLo

uM IL

1

are

out-of-da-

35 inches an'd

15-oun-

ce

Advertising has put them'

te.

''
.
clear out of business.
who
Manufacturers
advertise must give value, because
have
a
to protect. Manufacturers of
name
good
they
n
products, and the merchants who sell these
often
value the names at millions of dollars
products'
'
-

$30.50

Others in Proportion

that measure 'only

YARDS

at $12.35

p

'

.well-know-

'

SS

'

'

.

.

.

,1

.

They cannot afford to jeopardize the worth of tliese
names by setting any but good goods of full measure and
v
fair price. '

I

.

Phone 823

Fifth and Central.

x

short, accepting eight chances.
Polo failed to connect unusual

tor mat

The sixlday-a-wee- k
work program. Inaugurated In all the county
coal camps on June 1, Is beginning
to prove a noticeable
factor in
quickening the pulse of business in
this section. Business conditions
are normally fair and'would now
be classed as good but for the some

what discounting factor of the rail,
road strike which Injects an element of uncertainty Into the business atmosphere and tends to produce conservatism tn buying among
Raton's large railroad population.
The prompt settlement of this seri-bu- s
Industrial, problem would remove the only obstacle to the full
restoration of business confidence
in the Immediate future.

2,700 FeetrSpotty show-

,

Two-bas-

Yes.

,

practically to the city limits on four
main thoroughfare. : South Second
street, Moulton avenue, North First
street and Noeth Second street.

cross-section-

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

w.

Is1 Down

Moulton avenue between First and
Sixth streets. The curb and gutter
on the five new blCcks to be paved
on North Second street were completed last fall and this section will
probably be the first paved. The
city engineer and his force are now
busy establishing grades and lines
for the new curb and gutter for
the remaining blocks to be paved.
When completed the paved business section of the city will have
pavement
connecting
extending

merchant or manufacturer cannot afford to advertise
merchandise that will not give service.- The penalty of
such tactics is too heavy.
'

rA

-

Dira.

.

5

1
2
3

4

1

4

3

2
3
n
4

2

3

8

1

;

.581
.563
.524
.512
.482
.482
.430
.417

ls

The Grays easily defeated Santa
Fe, 16 to 6, yesterday afternoon at
Barelas field. They gathered a total of 15 lilts oft Emil Griephan,
whom Santa Fe had brought here
from Las Vegas, and Qulntana,

6

o

J.. 0

YESTER

A FREE INSURANCE Oil YOUR

DAYS

Totals
3
jg 15 97 14
x Batted for Martinez in ninth.
By innines:
Santa Fe
000 221 010
6
040 070 32x 16
Aiuuquerque
e
Summary:
NATIOXAL LEAGCE.
hits Grie-gBoston at Cincinnati.
(2), Griephnn, C. Ervin. Three-bas- e
hits J. Rivera, Teller, RoBrooklyn tt Pittsburgh.
New YorkM St. Louis.
berto (2). Home runs J. Rivera,
C. Ervin, Manuel Chaves
at
Salazar,
Chicago.
Philadelphia
f2). Double plays A. Rivera to
' AMERICAN LEAGtE.
Qulntana to Berardinelli; Roberto
to Ortiz to A. Chaves. Bases on
Chicago at New York.
nans Off Griephan, 4; off Quin
St. Louis at Washington.
. Detroit at Boston.
tana, 3; off Roberto,- 3. Struck
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
out By Griephan, 3; by Qulntana,
l;'by Roberto, 4. Hits Off Griephan, 9 in 4 3 Innings; off Qulntana, 6 in 3 3 innings. Winning
pitcher Robertn.
Losing pitcher
uriepnan. stolen bases Grlego,
Parent!.
Wild pitch Roberto,
wmntnna.
Balk Qulntana.
Hit
Albuquerque Tigers won from by pitcher By Roberto , 2. Sacrl- 9
nce
nits uriepnan, Salazar,
the Bernalillo players yesterday,
to 6. The batteries were: Tigers
Madrid and Sandoval; Bernalillo
The earliest telephone
cables
were laid In tho streets 'of Boston
Mondragon and Montoya.
and carried only about 20 circuits.
Chubby Nixon may not be a Many 6t the telephone cables of
star fielder nor batsman, but he today, although less than three
in delivering In fine shape for tho lnahes in diameter, contain 2,400
Braves, at that.
.Wires.

523RESULTS
NATIONAL IKAGtJE.
10; Chicago, 7.
Brooklyn, 6; Pittsburgh, 2.
Boston, 6; Cincinnati, 4.
St. Louis. 1; New Tork, 0.

o

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

? AMEltlCAN
LEAGCE. -Chicago, 4; New York. 0.
St. Louis, 2;. Washington, ft
No others scheduled.
.

you're-dealin-

8;

1;

9;

3.

If it's there you kriow that he's qualified

4.

WESTERN LEA G CE.
Oklahoma
Denver,

advertised. ThaHs why it pays to deal with advertitsers
and to buy advertised products. The advertising is your,
'
'
'
'
protection. -

Much money has been lost through ir
responsible real estate men.
g
How can you be sure that
with a responsible real estate man?
Look for the qualifying title "Realtor"
in his ads, on his window, etc.
.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Kansas City.
Milwaukee, 10-- 8
Minneapolis, 13; St. Paul, 6.
Indianapolis, 8; Louisville, 4.
Columbus,
Toledo,

City Ball Dope

lYou can bank on this. Advertised goods must be as
-

.

,

Philadelphia,

'

r-'

4

0

0
3
McNally, 8b ... . . 8
2
0
Bush, p . . . .
1 vO
xShtnner
0
0
Murray, p

GAMES

--

Boston

she

fon oil

Pet. Drill

e.

Knock Griephan Out; Manuel
Chaves Gets Two
Home Runs, Salazar and
Chief Ervin One Each.

Philadelphia 000 C20 200 lo' 17 1 M, Chaves, rf , c
7 13 1 iJarentl, cf . . . ,
210 101 002
Chicago
Batteries: Ring, Smith. Hubbell A. Chaves, lb. .
and Henllne; Alexander, Osborne, Salazar, 3b ....
Steuland and O'Farrcll.
Lrvin, c

2Z ODAYS

PILE

FE;

0
4
4

...

Joe Lynch's fights with Pete Her
man and Johnny Buff gave the
bantamweight division their first
members in the exclusive set of
champions who have lost and then
regained their titles. Until Her-ma- n
lost and then regained his
crown at Lynch's expense and then
Lynch won the crown from Buff the
little fellows never had produced a
e
champ.

2:10.

St

Witt, cf
Pipp, lb
Ruth, If .........
Meusel, rf
Schong, o
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss

34

Philadelphia

Kew York
St. Louis
33
4
7 27 10 8 Chicago
Cincinnati
New York.
AB. H. H. PO. A. E. Brooklyn

Totals

MIUU! LUIU

AMERICAN. LEAGUE.
W.
I
St.s Louis
86
..50
49
New York
88
Chicago
,..44
1?
44
Detroit
40
A3
Washington .
Cleveland . ......41'
44

.....
......

AB. H. IT. PO. A. E.

Burns,

'

WN

nnnn
uuuu

DQneorPTe

WWP

Cincinnati Drops a Hard
Fought Game to Boston;
Cardinals Beat Giants,
in a Mound Duel.
O,

tflilt?

ffltfl.

lfe.JS.

ID

WHITE

4

0 TO

lit

CLASS

TWO-TIM- E

l--

July 17, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

ethically to handle your business.

Read the Advertisements in This

PaperIt will pay you

If you are in doubt from whom to make your purchases

City,

;

Omaha,
Des Moines-TulsSioux City,

Wichita,

7;

rain.

a,

St. Joseph,

6;

COAST LEAGCE.
Oakland,
Sacramento,
Vernon,
Salt Lake,
Lob Angeles,
Portland.
San Francisco,
Seattle,

1,
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By LACRA A. KIRKMAN.

WHEN YOUR MIIiK OR CREAM a good one to use) Into boiling wa
SOURS.
ter for four hours. Then take off
the cover of the mold and bake in
A Column Reader has asked me a moderate oven for one hour.
to publish recipes calling for sour
Chocolate Loaf Cake: Sift to
milk or cream,
On these warm gether one and one-hacups of
it Hour and one teaspoon of soda.
days, when milk Is apt ur,
is well to keep some such recipes Melt two squares of unsweetened
as the following in a handy place: chocolate, add to it butter sUe of
Sour Milk Griddle CakeB: Beat
one cup of sugar, one cup
well together one egg, one cup of or sour muK or cream and one
thick sour milk and
cup beaten egg. Combine the wet with
of any kind of cooked cereal. Sift the dry and bake in two layers In
of a cup of a hot oven for 30 minutes. Fill
together
flour and
teaspoon of wuh the following:
Sour Milk .Nut Cake Filllnur:
salt, and odd this to the first mixture.
When ready to drop the One cup of chopped walnut meats
lf
cakes on the griddle, add
mixed with two tablespoons 6f
teaspoon of baking soda to the sour milk or cream, and onehalf
beat
batter, and
(This cup of powdered sugar.
vigorously.
Flavor
batter- should look like thick witn
teaspoon of va
cream. - It too thin, add a little nllla.
more flour,-anif too thick add
Sour Cream Cake Filling rWhon
more sour milk or water.)
the cream which you intended for
h
Emergency Biscuits: Sift togeth-e- wnipping, goes sour, try this retwo cups of flour,
tea- cipe.) Sweeten and chill one cup
tea of "double cream," then whip it
spoon of soda and
spoon of salt. Rub Into this one until stiff (keeping it cold as you
When stiff, fold in one
tablespoon of shortening, add one whip).
cup of thick sour milk, and stir cup of chopped walnut meats. If
The
cream
the
should
be
does not become stiff,
lightly.
dough
soft. Drop ft by spoonfuls into for any reason, add one teaspoon
greased muffin tins and bake in a of dissolved gelatine at the last,
hot oven for 20 minutes. They are and place it on Ice. Spread this
delicious.
fill,ing between the layers of any
Boston Brown Bread: Sift to- kind of cake.
,
one
of
Chocolate Drop Cookies:
cornmeal
cup
and
gether
one cup of graham flour. Dissolve together
of
butter
cup
one teaspoon of soda In a very ana one cup of sugar.
Add two
little hot water and add this to beaten eggs, one teaspoon vanilla,
one and
of thick two squares melted chocolate, and
sour milk or cream. "cups
Combine the
of a cup of flour
wet and dry mixtures and turn all sifted with a
of salt. Last
pinch
into a grensed mold (leaving room ttdd one cup of walnut meats chopIn the mold for the bread to
ped and drop by teasnoonfuls on
cover with a greased coyer, rise);
a buttered pan. Bake ten minutes
it on tightly, and sink this tying
mold in a good oven. This recipe makes
(an empty baking powder can is two dozen cookies.

WAY

lf

an-eg-

one-ha-

It was the hottest day ot the
year but Morning Caller Invited
two neighbors In to luncheon.-Ithe breezy living room the three
"women talked food fashions and
furnishings for a. long time. ,
"Ten minutes to twelve," Morn- -,
lng Caller suddenly announced. "It
Js Katie's day off but I'll go Into
Mia kitchen now and at 12 o'clock
I promise to have luncheon on the
Tou can held the stop
table.
watch," she added laughingly, as
she led the way Into the kitchen.
This luncheon will be. prepared the
electric way, which Is the timely
way and the tasty way."
She poured cream Into a whipping bowl and placed It under the
electric food mixer. Then she
opened the can of salmon, garnished a salad bowl with the crisp
lettuce leaves, put the salmon In
tie bowl and covered It with rich,
.to which the
creamy mayonnaise
cucumber-ha- d
been added, thinly
sliced.
She placed the salad bowl with
plates to match on the tea wagoTl;
disconnected
the samovar and
t made the tea. Then she shut offd
inw luuti mixer, poured
wnip-pecream over the raspberries
which had been placed In a glass
dish and put them on the tea wagon with a bowl of powdered sugar.
She filled a glass pitcher with
cubes of Ice taken from the trays
of the refrigerator and poured the
hot tea over them. She placed
the pitcher on the lower shelf of
the tea wagon with a glass plate
containing Jhin slices of lemon
and a carafe of ice water. She
apportioned the bread and butter
on small plates, set a Jar of assorted cookies on the tea wagon
and at exactly two minutes to 12
the delectable meal was wheeled
Into the dining room. The table
meanwhile had been laid by Home-mak-
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ELECTRICAL

NOTES

I

:

1

Government plans are being con.
sldered whereby a "white way" for
lighting airplanes in
flight will be built across the
continent from New York to San
Francisco.

is

which suggests Joseph's coat of
many colors.
It Is a straight line model with a
narrow belt of self material worn
low. The angel sleeves are slit almost to the dropped shoulder seam
and are edged with single strands
of beads set about an inch apart.
The blouse is trimmed with several
Egyptian motifs In addition to a
d
border over
wide
each shoulder.
It Is the beaded
apron, however, which really makes
the frock. This apron Is a colorful
affair with Its borders, medallions
and Intricate designs and dark
fringe. The front and back panels
'are alike. It is a smart dress for
the more formal occasions of a
summer afternoon.
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TRICKS OF ELECTRIC
FAN ARE
LIMITLESS

j

An electric fan will:
1. Dry frosting on

a cake.
Hasten the drying of varr.lsh
or paint.
3.
Hurry along the dehydration
of fruit or vegetables.
4.
Dry quickly delicate garment
suspended on a hanger, so as to
prevent running of colors.
6.
from
Remove
dampness
clothes after ironing..,
6.
Drive stagnant air from a
closet or closed room, thus compelling live air to enter.
7. Vitalize air by the process of
stirring it up at times when win
dows cannot be opened.
8. Establish a draft in furnace
when fire Is slow.
9.
Cause radiation of heat from
register or steam coll In the winter.
10. Woo sleep for baby on rftt
days, or for baby a mother and
father on
11. Make the temperature of
kitchens, laundries, or other work
rooms endurable to houseworkers.
12. Give to offices the coolness
necessary to serene nerves and effl
cient work.
2.

'
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Before his departure for Silver
City where he will deliver on Mon
day an address before the Nor
mal school. President David S. Hill
of the state university, expressea
gratification over the results of

the

summer

nowly-establlsh-

ses-

sion at the university, now draw
ing to a close. Dr. mil. berore
becoming a college president had
been. a professor in several large
institutions ana has served in the
summer schools of Cornell, California, Tulane, Wisconsin and IllNoting this fact
inois universities.
he remarked that "never before
industrious
more
had he seen a
and satisfactory group of summer
students" although, ot
school
course he has seen much larger
Said Be, "ino maiura
groups.
men ana women at mu
session of the state university evidently have come to Albuquerque
with a serious purpose oi sen-iprovement for better service oi
their vocation."
Two hundred students nave oeeii
enrolled, representing nearly ev-in
ery county in New Mexico and It
residence 15 different states.
seems assured th.M next year the
summer session of the university.
Ithout lowering its standards, win
have a greatly increased enrollment, Judging from the expressions of satisfaction uttered by
the present students.
The daily general assembly at
11:30 a. in. will continue through
the week and is open to the pub-liA good program is in prospect, beginning Monday. The musical numbers are not given on the
printed program issued, but there
Is good music every day. The proas follows:
gram for the week is 11:30
a. m.,
Monday: Assembly
Rodey hall. Address by John D.
Clark, Ph.D., "What a Citizen of
New Mexico Should Know About

Water."
Tuesday: Assembly 11:80 a, m.,
Rodey hall. Address by Dean U
B. Mitchell, Ph. D., "The Odyssey
of Homer."
Assembly 11:80 a.
Wednesday:
m., Rodey hall. Address by Iewls
Burton Hessler, Ph. D., "The legitimate Drama and the Movie."

Thursdays Assembly 11:30 a. m.,
Address
by J. M.
Rodey halli
Blckley, superintendent of schools,
Clovis, N. M., and lecturer In the
state university summer session,
"Ours for 1928."
Meeting of Story Tellers" league
Dr.
and election of officers.
Mrs. R. S.
George S. Hubbell,
and'
Katherine
Miss
Rockwood
Sheffield In charge, 7 p. m.,
campus.
the
Friday: Pinal assembly of Rosummer session, 11:30 a. m.,
dey hall.
Meeting of committee on admission and student standing, 4 p. m.,
room 4, administration building.
Monday: Meeting of the faculty
of the summer session. Dean L. B.
Mitchell presiding, .4:30 p. m.,
room 26, administration building.
Tuesday: Final examinations In
courses which meet for the last
time on this day.
Wednesday: Final examinations
In courses which meet for the last
time on this day.
Dining hall closes after evening
meal.
Thursday: Residential halls closo
at noon.
Registration for first semester
of 1922-2- 3
college year begins
Tuesday, September 12.

unl-ersl- ty

Either the Cardinals will have
to speed up a notch or two or the
Giants must skid badly if the Cards
succeed In beating out Jhe New
Torkers.

Special

Hill

Women

The most economical, cleanetnp and

Despite Ws enormous hulk "Baby Doll" fceobson of the Browns
Is surprisingly fast In the outfield
and on the base paths.
"Tilly" Walker, the Athletlc's
slugger, hasn't been able to overtake the home-ru- n
leaders, but he
Is still In the running and traveling fast

Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.

A soluble

,.

f

'

As a medicinal
antiseptic for
douches In treating catarrh, Inflammation or ulceration
of nose,
throat,: i nd ihat caused by feminine
Ills It aa no equal. For ten years
the Lydla B. Pinkham Mediclnv Co.
baa recommended Paxtlne In their
private correspondence with worn-ewhich proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
Is "worth Us weight in gold.? At
druggists, 50c. large box, or by mall.
The Pajtton Toilet Co,, Boston, Maes',,

Miss Laura GiU after she had been landed by William Stanley, fly
c3Hn ensmpwn.
!'
,
.
V
A strings battle toolc place in Washington park. Chlcifa vhm
William Stanley, state fly casting champion, r'hooked" Miss Laura GUI,
noted Chicago swimmer, and landed her in ten minutes. The champion
had a line on Miss Gill's head and while shevmade a terrific fight and at
times almost succeeded in getting out of the jriven limit, she eventually
ag. worn down and brought tp
j- r
'

lanLy""".r

-

No, Soap Better
For Your Skin

Thaif Cuticura
Wi LtbwaUrlM,

Dept. X, Maktea,

Muf.

J

one-ha-

well-bui-

lf
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month, while $65,000,000 and
respectively, will be expended during each of the two
succeeding fiscal years. Previous
federal appropriations for
have aggregated
of which about $287,000,-00- 0
have been spent.
To his
the several states have added expenditures of approximately
making a grand total of
$667,500,000 as the outlay to date
for modern highways.
The $50,000,000 for the current
year have been apportioned to
the various states as follows: Alabama, $1,036,614.
Arkansas, $S36,095; California. $1,641,399; Colorado, $894,-11Connecticut, $320,599; Delaware, $243,750; Florida, $591,217;
Georgia, $1,331,972; Idaho, $625,-69Illinois, $2,164,187; Indiana,
$1,305,904; Iowa, $1,401,915; Kansas. $1,401,521; Kentucky, $944,-7SLouisiana, $664,660;
Maine,
$463,440;Maryland,
$427,086;
Massachusetts, $730,784; Michigan,
$1,499,688;
Minnesota, $1,416,731;
Mississippi, $863,271. Missouri,'
Montana, $1,031,257; Nebraska, $1,054,126; Nevada, $635,-62New Hampshire, $243,750;
New Jersey, $628,581; New
New York, $3,464,-29North Carolina, $1,190,556;
North Dakota, $776,476; Ohio,
Oklahoma, $1,168,266;
Oregon, $788,443; Pennsylvania,
$3,265,969; Rhode Island, $243,- nouth Carolina,
ibu;
$707,492;
South Dakota, $802,707; Tennessee, $1,096,461; Texas, $2,950,115;
Utah, $566,278; Vermont, $243,750.
Virginia,
$971,219; Washington,
$735,806; West Virginia, $534,906;
Wisconsin, $1,263,311; Wyoming,
$623,078.
Of the ten millions that are to
be spent In building forest roads
tho largtst allotment goes to Oregon, where 42,270,000 have been
set aside fof the building of 210
miles of roads, 'while $1,246,197
will go to California for only 50
miles-tha- t
will be extremely difficult of construction.
Virtually all
of these roads will fit into state
and county Bystcms and therefore
in most cases will connect with
and extend the system of federal
aid highways covering the entire
country.
States Must Maintain Roads.
Federal aid roads must be maintained by the several states, and
if any of them fall in Jhls obligation all government funds for new
projects may bo withheld until
such delinquencies are made good.
AH the states are required to maintain adequate
highway
departments and funds 'o supplement the
money from the federal treasury
must be. placed under the direct
control of these lepnrtments. The
type of surface constructed must
be adequate for the traffic anticireasonable
pated, with
curves and other features.grades,
All
federal money must be expended
on a connected system of highways
constituting not more than 7 per
cent of the total mileage in each
state and divided into primary or
interstate roads and secondary or
y
roads. F.llmtnation of
the problem of railroad grade
crossings is one of the things
sought by the provisions of the
new law. In all roads constructed
In part with government
money
every effort must be made, and additional expenditures are authorized to avoid the dangerous cross- 0,

road-buildi-

$350,-000,00- 0,

By FREDERIC J. HASKIN.
D. C, July 16.
Washington,
Within three years the United
States will have a system of highways superior to that of any oilier
country in the world. This Is assured by the npw post office apof
propriation
bill, provisions
which include three items aggregating $190,000,000 to be expended under the
plan In the construction of high-graroads within the period Indented. In addition to this, approximately $10,000,000 will bo devoted to building of roads in the
Lnational forests in 23 states.
unese new authorizations are
expected to result. In the construction of more than 25,000 miles of
the federal aid roads.
Previous
appropriations have provided .for
40,000 miles whichfire completed,
in course of building or projected
and approved, which will make a
grand total of 71,000 miles, or
nearly 40 per cent of the 180.000
miles contemplated in the system
or roads now being outlined a
mileage almost as great as that
of. the first class railroads of the
country.
With the rapid Increase In the
use of motor vehicles of all kinds
It Is a tax upon the imagination to
estimate just what this will mean
by way of a solution of the transportation problem of the nation.
It Is conceivable, however, that if
this development
continues, the
time wl" come when a railrond
strike will bo anything but the
menace It Is now regarded. Food
and fuel supplies if the cities will
not be cut off, industry and commerce paralyzed,
movement
of
mails tied up and the farmer
barred from his markets by a
breakdown of rail transportation if
every state is
with a
a network of fine highways that
make the truck a real competitor
of the freight train.
No longer will there be such a
The tenthing as rural Isolation.
dency toward the congestion of
the population In large cities may
he checked. The
movement will be given a real impetus, life will be made easier
and more enjoyable for many millions, and relief may be found for
strains and stresses In the economic adjustments of society that
have been growing more serious in
recent years.
W.do Flclil for tha Work.
Whnt might be done in this
line of work Isapparent when it
Is stated that there are at present
two and
approximately
million miles ot public rural roads
In the United States. Of this total
less than 12 per cent, or about
299,000 miles, are improved with
any sort of surfacing, while the
mileage of permanent,
roada of the kind that is being
constructed where the government
furnishes part of the money seems
almost negligible by comparison.
The average cost of' construction
of the federal aid roads has been
$17,120 per mile. The expense of
the work has decreased materially
within the last year and the new
criss-cross-

multi-colore-

Newest of the new Is a table
Jamp which makes use of a duplex
Most of the
system ot iignting.
illumination is thrown upward,
through an Inverted glass bowl
which seizes the light rays as they
leave the lamp filament and breaks
, them Into light glow. A little light
is directed downward by means of
this bowl, and an outer shade of
silk makes the lamp decorative as
well as most comfortable for
lng or work. The same principle
Is also used In a floor lamp, useful
for piano or for easy chair or
davenport reading.

To

Cricket, the national pastime of
England, has at last been invaded
by feminine sport lovers. Two
teams of girls recently staged an
interesting game at Sudbury, England, and surprised experts by their

&

Hendrik Van Loom, in his book, laW$
cl.-..- .,
Storv of Mankind
that the steam engine, with Its
By ELOISE.
noise, smoke and dirt, is destfnis
to vanish In favor of the electric Peasant designs are very fashionCleveland
So far this season
aynamo.
able Just now. They are usually
embroidered In cross stitch design fans have been a disappointed lot,
the Indians having been picked in
Electricity travels 186.000 miles in many colors on
white or colored the early season
a second.
as a sure pennant
;
ratine, crepe, linen or voile. Here contender.
Illuminated house numbers are
among the helpful small things
wnicn aggregate large returns in "FAIR CATCH"
WHEN STATE CASTING
convenience and comfort.
These
may be numbers painted on glass
CHAMPION
LANDED COMELY SWIMMER
panels, similar to glass window
signs, the panels being hung
y
cnains Between porcn pillars or in
such position on the front of the
house that porch or hall lights
shine through them. Another type
is a small metal
box with glass
panel in one side, on which num
bers are painted, a tiny light burn
lng inside the box.
"Th

Girl wicket keeper in action in
Sudbury match.

ability.

frock which uses the peasant
.BEADED APRON IS
Influence in a most de luxe fashion.
is
It
of tan crepe which
fKKTTY HUMMING servesfashioned
merely as a foundation lor
ON CREPE FROCK the elaborately
beaded
design

er

with pale green dollies with
frayed edges, and a centerpiece of
ferns In wet moss added to the
woods-lik- e
coolness of the room.
"It's not much of a luncheon,"
Morning Caller apologized. "But
It's cooling and required no effort to prepare." The whole meal
wns prepared In less than 10 minutes.
"Electrically!" answered Morning Caller, proudly.
'I would not
attemp to keep house without
electric equipment and I can't understand why any woman should.
It keeps my maid good humored
all the time and the house runs as
if by clockwork."
,
- 'I'm a disciple
of electricity,
too," commented Homemaker. "I
learned a long time ago how con- venlent, efficient and economical
it is. It has enabled me to budget my time as well as my funds
and to get more out of either than
ever before.
With electrio labor
Bnvers x m quite willing to
get
along without a maid until our
finances Improve."

I

MILLIONS ARE
SPENT IN U. 5.

FOR HIGHWAYS

Morning Caller Entertains
Neighbors Comfortably at
Luncheon on Hottest Day
of Year.

.

i

HANDS AT CRICKET

FFIttEBT HOUSEKEEPING

BY ELECTRICITY
IS COOLER

BRITISH GIRLS TRY

appropriation bill reduces the maximum participation on the part of
rom $20,000 to
the government
$16,250 per mile fo,r the present
fiscal year and $16,000 per mile
thereafter.
Of the $1 90,000,000 authorized.
$50,000,000 is available for the fiscal year which bega with this

0,

Arizona,-$702,-1S-

7;

1;

6;

4;

9;

inter-count-

,

ings that annually take such a
toll of human lives.
An illustration of what a men
ace grade crossings may be is
found in a road between two small
towns In Alabama,
Ariton
and
Clayton. In a distance of 25 miles
tho old road crossed the railroad
14 times.
Under the direction of
expert engineers the federal aid
road will eliminate 13 of these
crossings.
"Plan now the financing of highways fjpr the future and place
highway transportation, which has
come to bo an indispensable part
of our national life, on a firm
foundation," is the advice given
by Thomas H. NacDonald to every
voter, taxpayer and legislator. Mr
MacDonald is tha chief of the
bureau of public roads. "We
are starting out to construct a system of highways spch as no nation
ever beforo constructed.
Tho nearest approach to it is found
in
France and Ormnny, and the area
of neither of those countries Is as
large as Texas. This great undertaking Is entered into because
highways are not a luxury, hut
supply a real service, have a real
earning capacity .md have become
a national
necessity."
When and where man first began to build roals is not known.
That it was long before the beginning of authentic history Is
fed-or-

certain. Furthermore, the construction ot such works as the
pyramids of Egypt and the
walls and hanging gardens ofgreat
Babylon could not have been accomplished without 'he existence of
roads for the transportation of materials and sunnlies.

But whatever tho beginnings of
road building It appears that it
has been left to this country to
me art to its finaL fruition.
w.,iy
We are leading the"worFd at the
present time and the policy that Is
being carried out meets with surh
widespread popular approval that
there Is no likelihood of its being abandoned.
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WELCOME ABROAD
(By The AMi.elated

MORGAN
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PUBLICATION

BIBLE SERIALLY
(By The Moclnttl Preo.)
Dallas, Texas. July 16. Publica
tion of the Bible serially by news
papers was strongly advocated In a
statement made here today by J. J.
Morgan, executive scretarv of tha
southwest division of the American
Bible Society, comprising
Texas.
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana,
t'uoncation ot the Bible serially
should meet with
by newspapers
universal success," Secretary Morgan said. "The newspaper-vi- s
the
most widely circulated form of
publication and many people who
need the Bible can be reached
tnrougn tnis better tnan any other
medium.
Observation of results
where this feature has been undr- taken shows that the people are rethe seriaP
ceiving very favorably
publication of the gospel and this
procedure is said to be not only ot
value as a missionary act but also a
decided asset for the newspaper as
a good-wiAs far as I
builder.
know, no newspaper in Texas has
started the publication ot ths
Bible."
Secretary Morgan said slthoueh
he had not observed various forma
of publication of the Bible In news
papers, he believed that some brief
and clear explanation of the various
passages as pu bushed would be
helpful to the average reader. Such
explanations, he stated, should be
along strictly
ll

linos.

Publication of the Bihle serially
was first undertaken by the Topeka
(Kan.) Journal. More than three
months ago, the Journal began a
weekly Installment from one of the
books of the Bible from a translation Into evcry-da- y
English. Thla
feature was started at the suggestion of Dr. Charles M. Sheldon,
prominent Topeka minister and edi
tor of The Christian Herald.
Like several other big league
outfits the Brooklyn Dodgers do
their best pastlmlng on the home
lot.

Prci.)

New York, Juiy 16. Kings and
queens of two European rountries
and the president of another, with
his wife, - 111 officially weKome
the group of American
men who leave August 6 for their
annual pilgrimage to overseas battlefields, the American Legion announced here.
The party, which will go to Paris
after lnnding at Cherbourg, will be
received by president and Mme.
Millerand at the executive mansion
and a state dinner presided over
by Premier Polncn're, with
Marshals Foch, Joffro and Petain in attendance, will follow.
From Paris the leglonalres will
Jump to Uru ids. where King Albert and Queen Elizabeth will receive them and the Royal National
Grand Opera company will give
special , performances In
their
honor.
Following tours of the Flandets
battlefields the party will go toi
London, where King George an,l
Queen Mary have arranged a royal
reception.
Premier Lloyd George,
Field Marshal Haig and Admiral
Reatty will be among tho notables
who will sit it tho official banquet.

Cleans teeth "the
right way
"Washes," does not
scratch or scour the
enamel.
Colgate's is safe to

use every day.
Urge

size 25o

Medium

mi Wwm

Simnnr

fctter Is M .Over Yet
Install a Sands Tank Heater for Your Efot Water

SANDS AUTOMATIC

SANDS TANK

HEATERS

HEATERS

;The Sands Tank' Hea'ter Is the test of its kind, and to have one in
your home will be a blessing to your family.' Just think of all the

hot water coming from your boiler .without heating up your coal
range to get it hot.
.

A

Capacity

Half
Three-quart-

30

-

FEW DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
to

.40

gallon tank.

inch" gas supply.
er

:.

'

inch'water supply,

Flue connections, tliree inches,

$m

oo

Only the best gra'de No. 20
Stubbs gauge three-quartinch'
seamless copper tubing, used.
i
Cast iron jacket
black Japan"
'
er

f inish.

.

Wart a "SbA"

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

OF

Phone 98

!
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fruitful Grape
merry with the fruitful grape
sadder after none, or bitter, fruit."

"Better

Than

CONSTITUTION
Of

United

De

States Explained By
Authority.

The Constitution of the United Statu. lt
and Its Application.
Source
By
Thomas James Norton. (Utile, Brown
Ai Co.. Boston.) ,

FOR RENT

BILLY BYRNE

BOOK ENDS
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Monday, July 10 Another good California beach the senate had, of course, confirmsaid Uncle Wigglly, and
"I
ficial sent out the S 0 S call to his friends to rally picture appeared
I have thought at times we got filed In the Probate Court of Ber
on the back page of the Morning ed. He said it was his duty to Nurse Jane. "Moths are too se- away will,"
nose
his
he
pink
hopped,
so
some pretty good fire prevention nalillo county. New Mexico, his
to the accused man's support and furnish bond
Journal for those of us who can't go.
maintain the chief magistracy 'un rious! There! I caught that one!"
twinkle, twinkle, twlnk.
"dope" from 76 William street, and final report as. such Administrator
Samuel L. Vauclain, one of the highest powered impaired in Its dignity and vigor;' she cried, as she clapped her paws going
he need not languish in Jail.
At Dr. Possum's drug store Un- we
have, but nothing which is bet and the court lias appointed Mon
that the Baldwin Works ever produced, and ho denied 'that the senate has again. "Try and help me, Wiggy! cle Wigglly bought a bag of strong
If officials higher up are condoning with mashers locomotives
ter, and mighty little as good as day, the fpurth day of September,
a
at
luncheon at the Country club and also the right in any case to review the Clap the moth millers! Clap them" smelling moth balls.
spoke
that which has emanated from th3 1982, ns the day for hearing objecwhen in trouble, it Is time to make of every good in Rodey hall at the university.
Mr. Vauclain Is act of the executive in removing ..."If we clap our pawts won't
"L'm-um- !
I should think the
tions, if any there be, to the apsquad to enforce an optimist and he was speaking to a city of op- or suspending a public officer.' they think we're asking them to moths would run away from this New Mexico department.
citizen a member of a clean-u- p
"'I knew a lot of good things proval of said final report and the
timists. He said that prosperity Is here. We know Later the tenure of office act. keep on and do It some more, as smell!" exclaimed the .bunny, as
protection to our young women.
out
come
had
of
New
but
Mexico,
discharge of said Administrator.
it this Is the first Job we had in four years.
which had been the basis of Im- the players do at a concert?" ask- he opened the bag just a little. tne least of tnese
Witness my hand and the seal or
certainly is not
Tuesday, July 11 Rackety clack! Clack, clack, peachment of President Johnson, ed the bunny gentleman.
"The moth balls are very strong. the Insurance commissioner,
and 1 said Probate Court this thirteenth
clack!
Colonel Alphabet Sellers has done come was repealed by congress."
"Oh, no!" cried the muskrat But how cute and white and round
BAD FOR AVIATION.
congratulate the state and the in day of July, 1922.
back!
The author deals thus compre
they are!" he went on. "I should surance companies on having a (Seal)
FRED CROIJ-.OTThe state board of examiners licensed three hensively and clearly with every
to
love
But
them.
(hrow
it
jit
man at the head of the Insurance
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
In
The best stunt for aviation
this country would more doctors for Albuquerque. Another cloud that phase of the constitution.
It is
Nurse Jane says they aren't to use division who has an appreciation of
a book easily read and any high
V .tlHCSJl
AMIIXISTUATOR'S NOTICE.
be to put an end to stunt flying, save as It may be must have a silver lining.
that way, so I mustn't."
the business and Its problems, vision
Albuquerque fathers met at the Chamber of school student should be able to
Uncle Wiggily hopped on s lit- enough to recognize the necessities, In the Probate - jCourt of Bernalillo
required by the tactics of the air service of the army Commerce
inM.
with
L.
of
to
it.
the hope
understand
F.
County, Now- Mexico.
making plans
tle farther, and, all of a sudden, and "gumption" enough to put the
and navy. As a means of public entertainment it crease the city's population
to 50,000.
waa a rustling in the bushes whole story up In such a convinc In the Matter of the Estate of Bar- there
is a menace.
tolo C. Chavez. Sr., Deceased.
Wednesday, July 12 Ma and the children perand the bad old Bushy Bear lng fashion,' "
Notice is hereby given that the
suaded Pa to go to the Chautauqua.
A young man is chopped to pieces In miA-ai- r
thrust out his black nose.
13
undersigned wan, on the thirteenth
Pa Is glad he went to the
Thursday, July
"Wuff! Wuff! rrowled the bear.
as he attempts to pass from one plane to another.
of July, 1922. duly appointed
It
was
He
a
day
says
humdinger.
"What Is that which smells so them to Nurse Jane. "I found out Administrator
Thousands of persons see his mangled body hurtle Chautauqua.
of the estate of Bar-tol- o
ALBUQUERQUE IS EXPECTING!
be your ears, they are good to throw at bears
it
must
Oh,
good?
C. Chavez, deceased, by the
1,000 feet to earth. The loss of the young man's to get the one million dollar B. R. T. hospital, to
Uncle Wigglly! It must be your If not at moths, chuckled the bun Probate
Court
of Bernalillo county,
million dollar War Women s nalife in this useless performance is a tragedy. The get the thirty-fiv- e
ears! I'm coming to nibble them!" ny, as the muskrat lady scattered and
By Howard B. Chut.
having qualified as such Ad- memorial hospital, and an Increase of fifteen
g
"Please don t nibble my ears! the
balls in the
effect upon the spectators is not to be calculated. tional
all
mlnistrator,
persons having
thousand inhabitants In the next ten years.
fur closet. "The- moth balls saved claims
begged the bunny.
By McClure
The Interests of aviation would have been beneCopyright,
against the estate of said
' Oh, they smell so good I can t my ears.
14 near xei Hear xe! A news
July
iriuay,
Syndicate.
h
Newspaper
re
decedent
reby notified and
fited not one whit had the feat been successful; the Item says: "Clare T. Smith was- taken sick a few
"That's good!" spoke Nurse Jane. required
help it I" growled the bear, as he
to present the same to the
G
was
to
He
taken
but
doc
the
ago.
use
the
scrambled
days
to
that
from
If
adds
And
the
AND
bushes.
the
the
vine
THE
doesn't
WIGGILY
failure
popular impression
honeysuckle
I'XCLE
In the manner and
there were unable to do anything for him. He
M9TH BALLS.
"Perhaps this Is what you smell," try to climb up on the porch roof undersigned
of airplanes is impracticable and foolishly perilous. tors
within the time prescribed by law.
was taken to Albuquerque, where he is doing very
Uncle
and
down
at
throw
the
shingles
suggested
Wiggily,
holding
BAUTOLO C. CHAVEZ, Jr.,
.What aviation needs is continuous, practical
nicely now."
the bag of moth balls out to the dandelion, I'll lell you next about
When Uncle Wigglly hopped up
Administrator.
demonstration in useful ways. And the country is
Wishing you the same,
Bear.. The Bear took a long sniff. Uncle Wiggily and the worm.
the steps of his hollow stump
Dated July 13, 1922.
A.
TRELLIS
The
has
demonstrations.
such
one
need
of
It!.
he
Urn!
"Urn!
looked
in
That's
That
airplane
morning,
bungalow
took a lonj sniff.
o o o
what smells so good! What lovely
inside through the open door and TheBear
passed the experimental stage and is rapidly makHOW REALLY SHOCKING.
he
uerfume."
cried.
ears
"But
Nurse
his
Jane
saw
your
Wuzzy,
Fuzzy
At Hagerman last week the "Dynamos" are al muskrat
ing for Jtself an Important place In' the service of
housekeeper,
skipping lady. "But I must do something are good also, Uncle Wigglly! I
to
will
all
have
"Live
Its
entertained
the
future
Wires,
surpass
leged
present
transportation.
around on one hind paw. She was else. We'll never catch the moths am going to nibble them!"
O O o .
Dear me!
How can I stop
hop
expectation, but it needs, above all things, public
clapping her two front paws to- this way, Wiggy. You must
HASKIN'S QUESTIONS.
FRED
gether with cracks like those from to the drug store and get me some him?" thought th bunny. Then
confidence.
Undertakings which especially emphaQ. "Is a Greyhound a real hound?"
he had an Idea. "The moth balls!"
moth balls."
A. No.
Not when compared to ..some real a pop gun.
size perils, mishaps and shocking accidents do not
Nurse Jane!"
"Are you going to let the moths whispered the bunny
rabbit to
"My goodness,
hounds we have known.
have a favorable Influence upon the public mind.
cried the bunny rabbit gentleman, play ball ?" asked the bunny. "That himself.
"They are hard and
of
are
"What
Q.
sick
the
all
percentage
people
between
if
mall
I
round
made
Just
nose
fine!
who
for
carries
you keep
twlnkllnn very fast, will be
suppose
The flyer
his pink
Important the time?"
throwing. If
,
'
"whatever is the matter? - Are them busy playing ball they won't I can t throw them at the flutter'
A. One half of one percentage,
points, arid performs this important service coovercoat
I'll
kind
them at the
of
new
millers
a
throw
and
fur
eat
dance?"
up
my
ing
your
you
doing
Q. "What Is the most
popular puppy In
nsistently, continuously and promptly, Is performing America?
bear!
"Dance? No, Indeed! I guess I fur neck piece."
the
for
and
aviation
most
will
for
do
stunt
that
the
have too much to do to dance!"
"Don't be silly!" said Nurse Jane.Thrusting his paw Into the bag
A. The snuggle-puppUncle Wigglly caught up a lot of
lady. "It's
Anportant chain of business interests promoting the
Q. "How did the custom of having a best man exclaimed the muskrat
fur-eA
ever
so
as
ot
to
moth balls.
lot
was
the
impolite
moths, Wigglly!
hardly
originate?
making and use of the airplane.
"Since you like them so much.
Come In and help me speak that way. "Just hurry to
A. This custom originated in the eternal trlan lng moths.
thorn.
the drug store, like a good fellow, have them!' the bunny cried to
gle one woman and two1 men. Naturally a little catch
Uncle Wiggily hurried into the Wiggy, and get me some moth the Bear, and he dashed the hard
Mr. Bryan's skill in reviving dead theories does later the woman thought that the fellow who got
i
Machinist, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
saw
what bethought balls. They, are round white balls moth balls on the soft and tender
bungalow and
not appear bo marvelous when it is remembered away free must have been the best man.
nose
of
Mr.
Bruin.
were
white
little
butterflies
and
tiny
O O o
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
iiow long he has boon in contact with the demo
"Oh, wow! Oh, wow!" howled
about the
"I see, you throw them at the
skimming and fluttering
DON'T TAK K IILM LITERALLY.
room.
moth millers and hit them with the bear. "Oh, my nose! Oh, I
cratic party,
When Frederic J. Ilaskln, Washington
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
"Are those moths, Nurso Jane?" the balls instead of trying to catch must go see my doctor!1" And away
Bureau, says "RID YOUR HOME OF
PESTS, ho only means bugs, roaches, fleas, flies, asked the bunny, an ho eaw his the fluttering things In your paws! he ran, not nibbling Uncle Wiggl-ly'- s
A man can spend too much time In his garden
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
ears after all.
The bunny
and mice.
He has no reference to muskmt lady housekeeper try to Is that It?" asked the bunny,
The neighbors get the idea that things are not Just moths, ratswives,
mothers-in-la"Oh, of course rotF" laughed picked up the scattered moth balls.
or an old friend clap one of the little vhite flut
husbands,
Nurse Jane. "The moth balls have jiutrthcni back in the bag and took
what they should bo Inside the house.
who has dropped in for a month or two,
tcring things between her pawa
Twinkle, twinkle little star,
Guess it's all right what you are.
Never bother asking why
Things like you are In the sky
Have enough to keep me busy
Buying oil and gas for lizzie.
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KINGSBURY'S

,rframe

BRINGING UP FATHER.

I,

.'

house with
large porches. In good close-i- n
location in Third ward. At
present, arranged lor two families. This is a good value at
$3,750. Terms.
Six-roo- m

Copyright.

KOLUMN
OEA.O TOVVN
ALL- - 1 DO fb.

SLEEP TO

KILL. TIME-

-

frame house with
lishta. On large lot,
feet. On North Fourth
street. Good well of water. Will
sell at sacrifice.
,

r

WELL- - HOW DO
YOO EXPECT TO
ENOOT IT IF "VOU

VJHO

SLEEP?,

THAT.

II

1921 by

Resittered

the International Newt Service.
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ME, TO
SELE THAT
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electric
65x167
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D.
Real

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Loans

Estate,

, Insurance.

haiO tV. Guld.

Phone

'

ind
907--

ot

SELL-.-

--

te

m

.MUST SELL-

features,

lawn,

shubbery, etc,
WE HAVE MANY OTHERS
Let us show you. No trouble
for us to explain. At your
service.
,

RORFRTS
I

-

TIIRMFR
Gold.
Thone 407.

218 IV.

-

$$

TO LOAN $$
One of our old clients has a
few thousand to loan on improved Albuaueraue.
oroperty
In amounts over $2,000.

-

-

house, bath, 2 porches
redecorated,
arranged,

Five-roo-

Well
both exterior and Interior. Walk,
to
vines, full size lots. FrlceoT
'
sell.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourtr
Phono' 414.
'

,

s,

n

FOR

M,E

white stucco bungalow, modern) hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, comer lot, fine
location: Fourth ward.
13,750 Eight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc; alio two-rooadobe In rear, Sot 75x142; Third
ward, close1 in.
Some good buys In Central avenue busi-ness property.
white etucco frame
14,600
oak
floors, bullt-l- n
hungalow, modern,
features, garage and other outbuildward.
Fourth
ings;
6,000

Five-roo-

MOVE IN TODAY
A

Jones & Turnbull,,

Ill

8. Fourth St.

General Contractors.
1206 East Gold.

FOR SALE

adohe stucco, hardwood floors throughout. This
plasp was built for a home and
consists of a living room, 13x23
with fireplace, separate dining
room, den, bed room,' sleeping
porch, large front r o r o h ,
kitchen
and
basebath,
ment 20x36 with hot air heat,
lawn, trees and side walk. All
material used in this house Is
of the very best quality.
Let us show you this place.
Six-roo- m

Wm, J, Leverett,
Phone

HOMES
IT IS CHEAPER TO OWN
THAN TO RENT

FOR SALE
South Highlands; two houses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent
$400 down, $1,400.
REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second.
Phone 669,

adobe,
large rooms,
shade, fruit, large lot on
acequia. An investment. At-

housekeeping. 612 North Becond.
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment with shower bath adjoining;
also disappearing bed. Apply 000 East

plight
Coal.

FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close
In. Vacant July 20. Phone 1988-for
particulars.
,
708 East CenJENKINS APARTMENTS,
tral, new, completely modern; heat,
hot and cold water furnished; excellent
location.
FOR RENT Modern furnished apartment, two rooms and sleeping porch,
cloee In, to couple only. 614 West Iron.
Phone 630-furnished apartFOH RENT Two-rooment; hot and cold water, lights and
421 Vi
rent reasonable.
phone paid;
South Brnadway.
One
one
small
and
RENT
FOR
large
completely--fo- r
apartment.' furnished
tit
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
SI 4.
North Seventh.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly fur-- .
apartments,
nlshed, two and three-roohot and cold water; cool and close in.
ata Bouth Third, phone 914-FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nlcel furnished for housekeeping, neat
E. snd clean; desirable summer location.
eiQ west losi.
FOR RENT Fu msbed apartments, convenient to sanatorlums; four rooms.
Bast
deeping porches, gaa; ffl
fcyrlaesed-l- n
. c,u,
uenirai r"r nut,
h.
wood. Bnoe sis.
or see McMllllon
FOR RENT Two rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, furnished for housekeeping, water and lights paid. $30 per
month. Wtn. J. Leverett, Realtor, phone
no. Tnirn ana uoia
MRS. CARL UEUdLUND, private san,
141
Bouth Edith street; accommodations for a few more healthseekers;
modern, nicely furnished rooms, tray
service, excellent meals, all fresh fruits,
One vavegetables,- - plenty good milk.
cancy In annex at 50.00 per month.
sumIn
main
building,
Some vacancies
mer rates from $60 to 1100 per month.
H08-Phone
Nurse care If desired.

ii

, PERSONAL
J. W. BRASFIELD. watch, clock and Jew
elry worn, ll n wmn
WANTED To knowThe whereabouts of
John Anderson, age 70. weight when
years ago, 125
last heard of about thirty
dark skin,
pounds; height 8 feet S - Inches; brother
half
by
hssho
and
eyes;
hair,
was in
who
name of Calvin Musgraves;
the stock business near the line of New
Mexico and Arlsona a few years ago;
he tame to this state with his uncle,
to
John Shores,Any information leading
named will oe..
the looatlon of the above
post-..W.
O.
Austin,
highly appreciated.
A

is

ihnrinerniie.

&

tr.

$3700

4M

?

HfCVRSALE
Fifty B. a B. 1. Red "laying
hens, rnone jvu-j- .
FOR SALE iSIV Plymouth Rock hens
and rooster. Phone 236'J-Mlllt-fed
ALK
FOR
alive or dree(t Bwlft, 'Boulefryrs;
vard roud, phone 1020--

A

'

ffibdom
frame In highlands, newly
hardwood
painted,
floors,
close in, small cash payment,
balance $50.00 per month.
A Jive-roo$3900
brick stucco modern, two porches, less
than three blocks from P. O
Completely furnished. Terms.
This is a good home and the
biggest bargain today.
five-roo-

m

m

0ESTREICH,
216

2

REALTOR,

West Gold. Phono 909.

.

Tie

m

this new
ward at a
price that will interest you.
Five rooms and basement, oak
floors and -- all modern conven-

iences. This house Is sure to
appeal to anyone that Is Interested In a first class comfortable home. The price Is right
as the owner Is anxious to sell
at the remarkably low figure
of

$3,750.

We can place $3,000 on a good
first mortgage bearing S per
cent interest.
J. D. Keleher,'
410.

Realtor.
211

'

makers.

Apply

TjAXD AXD
Lt'MBEH CO.,

cot-

......

New MeIco

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
furnished house,
with porch. 1022 Bouth Walter.
FI R EMEN. RR4V.Mi'u t ,
SEVERAL modern houses, furnished or
utirurnisnon, 20 to 100. Phqa l.W-J- .
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and sleep- WANTED-- 16
open shop carpenters."
ing porch; fine shade. Phiftie 2348-and pay expected.
FOR RENT Four rooms, bath, screen a "wcr. experience
mux uu, care journal.
porch, garage and ehed. , 114' North CC. CRETE
form carpenters, teamsters
and
good wages, transportaFOR RENT Three-roomodern house, tion tolaborers,
Job.
Employment Agency, 110
1792-CIS South South
furnished. Phone
Third.
Walter.
WANTED
Combination Janitor and
FOR RENT Partly rtirnlshed five-roowatchman for night work; state ex- house nnd irnrnim. 1423 West Central. Dfcrlenee
..
nn1 ni
.vnan,..
.."KEfcci. bivc refer
phone 728-ences.
Apply In writing, Box 22, care
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house, .Toiirnat
garage, $50. Inquire 822 Bouth Arno,
Female.
phone 13J0-FOR RENT Small modern furnished WANTED A nurse maid. Mrs. R. E.
881-cottage. Phone
Putney. J105 West Central.
keys at 1SJ4
lenrrni, rrom s to 12.
WANTED Stenographep, Apply In own
FOR RENT Home, an Kinds; furnished
handwriting, stating age, references,
HfnUf min. A. n,
and unrnmUhefl
.,. ...
care or journal
Healtors. 20 West Gold.
WANTED Office girl; apply between 8
FURNISHED house, of three rooms, bath
and 9 Tuesday. Goortall Investment
and sleeping "porch, earae'e! onnnslte Co., Room 6, Grant
Building, over Golden
university. 1820 East Central.
Rule Store.
,
FOR RENT Furnished
cotMale
nnd
Female.
tage, with sleeping
Phone
porch.
2185-or call 1203 East Copper.
WANTED Good cook, good waitress.
FOR RENT July 25, two three-rooApply 114 KaHh
or phone
Edith,
205B-cottsges, furnished,
25; not modern;
WANTED Man or woman onok for small
university Heignts. 218 Columbia,
FOR RENT 108
sanatorium; must be experienced In
South
Arno, seven
rnOIllH Atlrt hnth
t wn.rAnm Kn mam ant cooking and able to plan meals and keep
kitchen In sanitary condition; go home
Phone 1628-or P. F. McCanna,
good pay to right party.
Box
FOR RENT Severa modern furnished nights;
224. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
cottages; rent (25, 30 and $35; on car
line. Apply at 1218 South Edith.
For Rent-Roowith Board
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Uni- TABLE BOARD, single meals served.
--aia Norm Terrth.
versity car line. Phone 1478-- J.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house. FOR RENT Room
with board. 218
with sleeping porches; modern; 130
South Broadway,
pr month. Call at 70(1 East Santa Fe. ROOM AND BOARD, 19 a Week. 611
LIST your vacant houses witn the City
poiitn jiroaoway,
Realty Co.. for nromnt and efficient FIRST-CLAS- S
room.
hoard and
See
service. 207 West Gold, phone 87.
Mrs. Maes. 818 South Arno.
FOR RENT Modern brick seven-rooFOR RENT Glassed-i- n
with
porch,
house, fumlstfed suitable for hoarders
b'ard. 114 North Marie.
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2272-ROOM with Bleeping porch and board;
Modorn
RENT
FOR
brick house, nicely
gentlemen only. Phone 1679-furnished, six rooms, front and back
porch, with board.
screened porches; highlands; close in. CANVAS sleeping
1207 East Central.
io per week
Phone 1B47-J- .
AND
ilOOM
BOARD
with glassed sleep-In- g
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with
porch; jio sick. 1027 Forrester.
chicken house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water,. 120S West FOR RENT Large front
adjoining
I
bath, for one or two, and board if deIron, phono 490-FOR RENT Seven rooms, modern, fully sired. Phone 1340-J- .I
Good home cooking, rates by
and well furnished, good location, close BOARD
the meal or week. 'Mrs. Knight, corIn, sleeping porch. No boarding house.
ner Broadway and Gold.
7",.00
J. E. Elder, 209 West Gold
furnished ROOM AND BOARD In private, nice
FOR RENT Two five-rooroom, suitable for man and wife, or
bungalows. 214 and 218 North Maple;
815 South Sycamore.
136 per couple.
at
will . rant unfll September
. I
,..1 . AI n Tr
-- .
t
m
cam
FOR RENT Have lovely'vacany for two
inimin. rieaag
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and glass 122B--onvalesoents. Mrs. W. U. Reed, phone
408 Bouth Walter.
ed-i- n
sleeping porch, nicely furniBhed,
modern, except bath; fine neighborhood; FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,next
adults only.
Call 715 East Silver, or
to bath, with good table board. 110
South Arno, phone 1327-phone "1901-FOR RENT
Unfurnished, attractive, FOR RENT Nicely fftrnlshed front room
corner house, close In. good residential
with board, suitable for one or two.
owner; five Phone 147-district, lawn Irrigated b
618 West Fruit.
rooms, hot'water heat: will lease, $48.
SPECIAL summer rates. t8t per month;
112-W- .
No Blck or children. Phone 120-o- r
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porch and tray service, HU
CARPENTERING
John's Eptss)pal Sanatorium, phone 491.
MAN.
ODIVJOB
pettjford-tTj- e
MRS. CARL BERG LUND, private sanaAll kinds of work. Phone 173-torium, 1414 South Edith street;
tor a few more healthseekWILL ESTIMATE all-o- r
any part of
- ers; modern,
lathof
I
a
make
your work;
specialty
nicely furnished rooms, rray
mg and shingling. W M. Conver, phone service, excellent meals, all fresh fruits,
Z410-Jvegetables, plenty good mflk. One. vaWe can resurface cancy , In annex at 150.00 per month.
FLOOR SANDING
Some
vacancies In main building, summer
your old floors and .make them like
new and make ' your new floors perfeot rates from f 60 to 4100 per month. Nurse
care
If
desired. Phone 136S-Phone 207IT-LET mo figure your new bouse or reDRESSMAKING
guaranpairs; reasonable prloesf work
E. Hemstitching pleating, wtuiame' miT- teed; estimates free. Call 1765-B. Johnson. 61
John.
Hnery, 808 South nroadwa), ph. 777-- J.
and FIRST-CLAS- S
JOB carpentering
WB DO ODD
dressmaking, work guar- 20 West Lead, phone 1731-an
teed.
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
our low prices; estlinates free. Phone SEWING 29 hour. v Satisfaction guar2398-J. F, Kluktn, 818 Tale. '
311 South Harvard.
Phone
anteed.
I WANT you to Investigate my low prices 8409 R-on any kind of a bulldlna proposition
accordion, side and box;
have In view. A. B. Palmer, Bunga- PLEATING,
y
116
North
N. Crane,
malK orders.
low Builder box 41. elty. .Phis 1768-Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.
HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the
TYPEWRITERS
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
T iVi: WRITERS AU makes i.ver'hgiikd 117 Gold avenue, phone ' 435-- .
Singer
and rrpatred.
Rlbbjhns for even ma Sewing Machine Company.
.'
chine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
-j
12t 6outh Funrtf
change, pauie 101JWPU .Want
Two-roo-

Mg'irn

'

L

As Long As

$10.00 Per Load

216 North Third,
i

Mmm iH

It Lasts

Better Grade $15.00.

A

Plumbing and Heating,
Repair Work a Specialty,

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

BARGAINS
IN BUILDING LOTS
$800 Fine residence lot, three
blocks from Elks building In
,Third ward, a, good location
and a bargain.

West Gold.

McKinley Land

rTKMTURK. JiTC.
T. L. & K. L. McSPADDEN
Phono 1111.

Lot on West Silver, well
located, close in.
$1300
Buys fine corner lot on
North Twelfth street. This is
one of the best bargains In
town.

CAN'T

SALE

J.
FOR SALE
First

currants.

class
brick
modern, completely furnished, Including piano,
good earage. Very close
In. Lowlands;
$5,850.
$2,000
cash and $75 a month.

Ral Estate Exchange,
400 West
Copper.

TRY BODDT'S MILK: BEST IN TOWnT

Phone 2413-RFOR SALE
217 North
FO:. PALE
condition.

-

set work harness.
Third.
Ons wator heater, first-claPhone 914-ROOFINrt
Double

FOR SALE
Oas range,
broiler and oven, nearly new. 700 West
Roma.
FOR SALE Two liltere of
pure-bre- d
Airedale puppies, price $7.D0 to t2Q.
P' one 191
FOH SALE Thoroughbred pit bull
O. II. Blumenshlne, phone
5412-RFOIi SALE Fruit Jars, Cfio dozen! pints
65c. The Exchange, 120
West Gold,
phone 1111.
iOH SALE Sewing machine. In excellent condition, cheap.
I'hone 15C3-- J
111.1 South Walter.
Foil SALE Thoroughbred English bull
terrier puppies. Apply 1512 North
rirst. pnone 1317-Fort SALE Collmbla phonograph and
records, cheap for cash.
Call fore- TYPEWRITERS, all
Kes. 116 and up,
$3 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, 1?2 South Fourth.
FOR SALE Heavy black" enamel porch
swing; also Singer sewing machine, In
710 West Lead.
good condition.
FOR SATE Used tractcJrs;
1
and
with gang plows
Hardware
Department. J. Korber & Company.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good upright
..
OifiniV
In mnnA
same condition. Call at 1908 South Wsiler.
FOR, BALE
Fresh buttermilK, and eot-tacheese; also fresh milk' In gallon
lots.
Kwayne's Dairy, phone 1915-M- .
FOH SALE Pianos and
player pianos;
prs-wrvalues. Phone 106. Geo. P.
Loarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOIt SALE Standard make used player
pianos. In, A- -l condlrton; will sell at
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone

AUTOMOBILES,
lv

f

E"4"

n '
'

Bulck.

1""in,
.

'""I'.-e-

IfioT;

no west tlold
oi
"EPAIRI.'yi.
217 Nortlf

MetHlJVorks.
:

Third.

Uuick
Of, SAI,EK-4tourlngT;
".""uiuon.
Co.
6

uona-Diiio- n

city

WANTED-Oo-

od

FOR SALE

Maxwell

mCndltl0ni
roil''1?rliu'rk
new.

touring car, first"
Butler

2r'

LW"

phone 21021-M- .
FORD KPEElJH'I'Ell.
.'hrr.'i'a":r' ?bum'
FOR

..
m 6'u,1

ForT"o7f)ciage,
hm- -

n m0dUrn

Edith

B"lV'

718

hell

Third

reb,,;.d bl.;k.

smi
llPtermsPhonfl

PALE-Mite-

J22 modef,

South

"r.ood
16H--

Six, Just

overhaul

dlllon 718jSnth Third, phone 2102-FOR 8 A LE- -M IcHeVsTx" 'adster.' - f l
good Hres, good running order; drive
it away. 1175. Mcintosh
Auto Co., Ill

r- . :
FOR KAt.T3re,..i
i
..'ituaier ana irucK;
V,
Hodge Brothfrs touring; terms can
be
J.
arranged.
Korbr
Co., Dodge Broth-er- a
Dealers, phone 783, Auto Dept.
Aulu vart '" "n hundred
jf5.SA,'E
different makes and model cars;
stock of used parts In southwest. largest
Auto
Salvage Co., 216 West San Antonio street.
El I'aso Texas.
h OR SALE
OR TRADE
For a good
roadster or speedster, a five passenger
light six private family touring car; used
yery little; In excellent condition and up
to
date; over 20 miles, per gal, of gaso-Hrcan be seen at Sol North Third
str.'et. Make mo an offer
ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WrtlCCKINQ CO.
New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock for All Cars;
ALL parts tested before leavlnr
shop.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
n
FQJl SALE One
stroke lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc.
Parts earrled for 82 makes of cars. New
one chain hoist, one and one-ha- lf
ton. axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
'
carried for all cars. Keep. us In mind.
Dnuin r.econa
EVERTTHl.NO IN PLUMni.NO FIXT- - NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
HOUSE.
EU-81West Central.
Phone 434.
points. . Thaxton
Co., Phone 472-.
. . Supply
WHEN IN NEED OF
,inn rourin.
TIRES,
rims,
magcarburetors,
SALE' Brunswick
FOR,
springs,
phonograph
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
cabinet size. Lots of records. In
bearings
accessories
horns,
good condition, cheap. vRoom 8, main
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
building,. Et. Joseph Sanatorium.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
SALE BlacK currenis for making
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck C24, C25. D45, DBS; Cadillac
jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent- n Ranch, phone 2417-RChalmers, ('handle
to
from
Cli.v,ii.i iqa irn
t.
Baby Grand;
to
morning, 12 to 1 and
nights.
Dodge. Dort.
Ford,-Hu20 fl. K. N. ; Maxwell.
MitchCEURO CANTON Firewood Co.. firewood
ell Olds I. Oirland, every model; Saxon
direct from Cedro
canyon to user; 4 and t; fltffebaker
4
Wlllys-Knlgh- t.
:
and
sawed tnd split In stole or fireplace
every model.
lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-JIf you don't see yo'ur oar la the above
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions list remember,
foot
cures
all
WB ARE SALVAGING LATH MODEL
prevent fallin Insteps;
troubles, 11. Planter Arch Uupnorts. Thos.
CARS RVERT DAT,
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
In addition to the largest stock of used
1
In the state, -- we carry
n
COMo.tvtt
parts
cnpcvMi
r-- lOD
(or all kinds of roofs, f 1 per gal- - PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axle shafts and general accessories, for
car.
Wain..
loll T n- - - V. .. 1 ,, n ev.ry
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
roof; will last as long as the building.
VIADUCT OARAGB.
BOO
I
SOUTH SECOND.
SLAB WOOD
Limited supply of green - Largest
parts housa Id the state.
aiao wood 13 full truck load, delivered.
169S-Phono
WANTED

'

Fn

rm

Position

FOR SALE

Airedales; beautiful thoroughbred puppies; whelped May
These are from the greatest winning
strains in Arnertca. Males, f26; females,
i
Mime, 3SS3 Tennyson street, Den
ver, Colo. nvn full sets of telegraph Instruments,
Includes key sounder, wire, resonator
and batteries; two sets already assembled on good table and ready for two
arsons to learn on; will eacrltlce. Call
411 East Silver, after 1 p nv
USE EFKECTO AUTO TOr and seat
dressing. Bffecto Auto Enamel, Vaia-pa- r.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Pelnt.
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leathern.. 401 Wei. Central
rbone 1087-FOR SALE (By Chas. Mann), show
' coses, scales, oonvlna Ptess, Oliver
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
H. P. eleotrlo motor, tour H. P. gasoline
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee
mill twelve-lig- ht
gasoline system, two
bog springs and two oows.

FOR RENT

Ranches

,

WANTED
1045.

WANTED
1581--

Housework by the day. Phone
Position

EXPERIENCE!)

PhoneT

WANTED
1943--

terms."

Gonce,
Silver.

Real Estate,
Phone 477.

five-roo-

vic-trol- a;

Phone

E.

110 West

house,

Miscellaneous

Blac.

BEAT

m

Reasonable

REALTOR,
West Gold, l'lione 909.

SALE

BE

$1,-45- 0.

OESTREICH,
2

TURNER CO.

frame, lights, etc.,
spacious lot, east front, only

Four-roo-

$800

210

AND

as nurse.

Phone

stenographer wants

1R57--

Work by the hour.

after

Phone

B:S0 o. m.

WANTED Washing and Ironing by the
osy or aosen. Phone 170.1-J- ,
PRACTICAL NURSE solicits patronage.
Phone 1244-Mrs. F. Welch.
HOUSE
cleaning, floor, waxing, lawn
work. Call i to t
ni,nn- - mo. n
WHO IS YOlfR JANITOR? Who cleans
your psper and painted walls7 Why
mu pen r rnone es7-UOOD LAUNDRESS White, wants fam- njr wssmnvt uo per dozen; dainty siiks
and sinehnma
m,uA inu
..Snnlh
WANTED Position by well qualified
and office
bookkeeper, accountant
man, with some experience In auditing;
good references; reasonable salary,
R. L. K.. care Journal.

FOR LEASE 320 acres of good mountain
FOR SALE ORT"RADE
graslng and .agricultural land: good
grass and winter protection;, good four-roo- FOR SALETrLtj5E?orCMirca7
five acres in Frultvale. Call
house; l&er an acre tier year. Call
t'20
.
.
Souy Broadway,

'

FOR RENT

10

-

for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improver property. All property to be shown in

&

New Mexico,

Albuquerque,

WE WILL GET YOU 8

y

Lumber Co.

EXCHANGE

120 W. Gold
TiVY SF.TX, OU TRADE

modIn a sure good four-rooern, out on west side. Front
and glassed-i- n "sleeping porch,
mantel, flnisiiea in Old English with all built-i- n
features,
lawn, garage, etc. Only $4,000.
--

person and papers to be
amined and prepared by your
torney, our client's expense.

Goodall

ex-

at-

Investment Co,

Koom

6 Grant
Bldg.
(Over Golden Hule Store)
I'hone 349.
Insurance, Loans, Ileal Estate

BUSINESS CHANCES

Folt" K A I.E First-clas- s
Vd- shoe
dress Hnx 6, care Journal. shop.
FOIt KENT One room at
00 North FOR SALE Small
grocery store; good
Second.
terma1 Address Pox 77, care Journal.
FOH RENT Furnished room.
322 South WANTED Partner In good paylngliusU
Seventh, phone 729-ness; requires 1760 capital.
Address
care journal.
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms,
202 North Edith.
rrrrr --?
FOR SAi.F...Ttft-...,-'
uu
uunaing.
215 South First; location
FOIt RENT Three rooms.
1300 Bouth Kind
good for anj
fir riiistlnastss
Walter. In rear.
FOR
SALE
FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
Crlipette
popcorn outfit,
124 South Edith.
complete; gnod pmpoiltlon fur live man
..... o
p irsc.
FOR RENT Room, very reasonable. 620
i,irn
FOR SALE Albuquerque
iTs
North Thirteenth.
South First, Albuquerque Hotel,
Cafe, pool
NICE, COOL, clean sleeping rooms, close
" ' ' nvuui rust.
In. 409 West Iron.
FOR SA I.E A good paying
store
FOR RK.NT Very pleasant room, close
at i iieauniest Place In country
New Mexico;
In. 208 North Sixth.
good chance for healthseeker.
E
Write
FOR RENT Furnished room and
.
K., care Journal.
318 West Ilazeldlne.
SMALL saw mill and timber
proposition.
FOR RENT One large, airy front room,
ou railroad, for sale, lease, let
on shares
or will consider a
luiMioiieii. his foinn Arno.
partner. J. F
FOR RENT
Seventh. Albuquerque.
Furnishes rooms; so chll'
FOR SALE One of the best
uren. no Boum walnut.
garages in the state, right at junction
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
point on National highway; must sacrit
wen silver.
unuiiieii.
fice account of sickness.
Roberts-Tur-nLARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
Co., 21 n ryest Gold.
Miivme umn. uii west Koma.
WE HAVE A- -l money-makin- g
business
FOR KENT
Furnished sleeping room,
opportunities, such as merchandise,
hi iniuiern nome. 414 North Fourth.
groceries, garages and other high-clas- s
FOH RENT Furnhihed sleeping room, propositions not advertised locally. Roberts-Turner
Co., 218 V.'S
in mnuorn nome. 414 North Fourth.
Oold.
R E NT
FOR
Pheasant housekeeping STOCK AND FIXTURES FOR SALE.
ronms. near sanatorium.
Phone 1097
Good, clean stock for small grocery, InFOR RENT
Rooms roi light housekeep-Init- ;
218 Bouth Walter.
cluding fixtures. Chance to buy at right
Phone 1BS7-Mall Inquiries. 33 care Journal.
price.
FOR RENT Nice, oean sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121 14 North Third.
FOR
SALE
Ranches
FOR RENT Two
furnlphed rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourth- s
mn
l ume west 01 oriage; modern house. A.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished M. James.
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West 811- - ROBERTS-TURNE- R
company. 218 West
Gold, have established a special land
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for department.
light housekeeping.
I7J7 West
FOU SALE We have some solendld
i
propositions In suburban ranches and
cres. Roberts-TurnFOR RENT Rooms furnished for houseCompany.
keeping, sleeping porch. 410 South FCR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
Edith.
twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranchFOR
man's .house, barns for storing alfalfa,
RENT Room.
pregentleman
ferred.
South Walter.
Phono and complete farm equipment. Santiago
2072-Carcla. Ranchos de Albuquerque.
ORTRADE Five" acres In
FO '. RENT Nice,
clean apartments, FOR SALE near
.laved road; fine grape
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211
West or Frultvale,
chicken ranch; easy terms to right
Central.
Phone 103, or apply room 15, First
I'Oli RENT Front bed room, adjoining party
National bank, or lloo South Walter.
earn, close in and private family. 806
FOR SALE Highly improved
twenty-fiveWest Roma.
acre suburban ranch; excellent
FOR
RENT Nice oui-sia- e
sleeping dairy proposition twelve acres alfalfa,
looms.
216 ft balance email truck. Thousands of
Hotel.
Albuquerque
dollars
North Second.
In Improvements; must be seen to be apFOR
RENT Furnished
Robtrts-Turnrooms, bath, preciated.
Company.
light and phone. No children,
no FOR SALE Dairy
proposition, close to
dogs. 414 West Gold.
city, consisting of ten acres highly ImGRAT STONE ROOMS
218' West Gold, proved Irrigated land with fifteen head
A- -l
7CC-I- 1
Phone 210-dairy cows and several head young
per day;
per weett.
stock; must be sold at sacrifice account
irs. rj. nutdl.
211
Co.,
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; of sickness. Roberts-Turnn . . - West Gold.
I
rnlea hv dn ni. aa.lt
s
RANCH A good one, for sale;
Theater, 111 ft West Central.
of fruit, alfalfa, Implements, cows,
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeephouse,
horses,
garage, baru,
ing rooms, gas, bath, phone; well peo
twenty-tw- o
acres close In, Old Town
ple, no cniioren. 41 a West Gold
roust be sold on account of
Boulevard;
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnishor 148;
health.
Phone owner, 2417-Red rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
postoff'ce box 193, Old Albuquerque, N.
312 South Third,
D14-phone
nr.
FOR
RENT Furnished
rooms, with RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
porches, opposite good boarding house.
s
wire,
with five-fopoultry
Phone 1085-123 North Walter.
mile west of Barelaa bridge;
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
house, three screened porches;
rooms In modern home. Apply Mrs. water In house, new garage and chicken
Fred Hamm, 123 North Second.
houses; full blooded chickens and
also furniture; terms. Call owner.
FOR RENT One well furnished house241S-Jkeeping room, close ln reasonable rent;
no sick; no children. 101 West Iron.
FOR SALE Real Estate
ELCIN
HOTEL Steepln-rooms and
housekeeping spartments, by the day, FOR SALE OR TRADE For suto. lot on
week or month,
North Seventh: auto must tie In good
lot Uj West Central.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished, condition. Phone 171. Address S24 South
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In: Second.
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
GET THIS BARGAIN
house, store or
FOR RENT Front bed room, furnished, TWO LOTS, three-roochapel building, electrlo lights, garage:
good ventilation. 115 per month; em
Owner
leaving for bigger
620 West Silver. bargain price.
ployed person preferred.
work.
1224 North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished room and sleep
ing porch for
light housekeeping;
phone, light and water paid. 321 South 50x142, TWO ROOMS and sleeping porch,
garage, store building; present income,
Fifth.
Increased
FOR RENT Two newly furnished llgkt 130 per month.' Can be easilyterms.
See
to 150 per month; bargain;
housekeeping rooms, modern, ground owner. 1224 North flecond.
floor, close In: no kick: t.o children. 106
wesx iron.
FOR RENT Storeroom
FOTl RENT Exclusive! win furnished
Huildll'ig at 413 West Clip
room, with large sleeping porch, hot Km RENT
. ui
...... i - ti n.
tn
...o-k- iwater heat and bath: centrally located.
auiiauia
ininfia tiiijui.a ...
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
121 West Coal.
Phone 1744-i ewer
s
pnone
CHOICE of two rooms and glassed or
room and cellar, li
eanvas steeping porches furnished for FOR RENT-Stor- e
by 51) feet, the rear of 109 South First
light housekeeping, modem. Car stops accessible
by alley from Second street,
In front of houas.
1223 South Edith.
Oold and Central avenues.
Fred Lutby.
at Citizens National bank.
MONEY TO LOAN
WILL
a 25x100
to
tenant
suit
arrange
MONEY TO LOAN
on watches, diafont brlck
good condition;
monds, guns and everything vahiaole. opposite Santa building:
reasonable
Fe
shops;
Mr. B. Marcus,
III South First.
terms.
See or write L. Herman, 101
V. M.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches V 'th West. AlKuauerou
and good Jewelry: IIBwsl. reliable, oon- fldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st, MATTRESS RENOVATING
MONET TO LOAN. on close-I- n
oily prop MATTRESS HENOVATINd, 11.50 and lip!
nor (gage
McMillloo 4 i Rug eleanlng. furniture
erty, nrst
furWood, 101 West Gold. Insurance, real niture packing. Phone lf--repairing,
or sms.J
Ervla Bedding Compgnj

Room

ROW,
810.

I'hono

five-roo- m

REAL HOME BUY

ROBERTS

CHAS

H,

m

THE

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

FOR

McKIXLET

inoreau

Dwelling!

FOR RENT
unfurnished
tage. 913 North Second.
Four-roo-

$3,260 for a well located four-roomodern home in Highlands. Terms.
$4,000 for a double house In
Third ward. Bath, basement
close In, $2,000 will handle.
$1,600 will buy a new four-roohome on North Third street;
$300 down, $25 a month.
$3,800 new, four rooms, basement,
oak
bath, fireplace,
floors,
throughout. Splendid location in
Fourth ward. Terms.
$5,500 for
brick, east
front, shade, lawn, basement,
furnace,
large lot, close In,
First ward. Terms.
MrMHXION & WOOD, Itenltors.
208 W. Gold. Insurance, Loans.

us show you
It
home in the, Fourth

J.

183S--

City, Realty Cb
XV.
Gold.
Phono 667.

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

SEE THIS BUNGALOW

shade, east front. See us at once
If Interested.
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

FOR
WANTED

v.

Apartment!

FOR UJ8NT Furnished apartment and
1.
.r
arv mf n- r, p. n
tujit-nj jiunn irnn
FOR RENT Apartment
consisting of
two rooms at 600 North Second.
FOR RENT Two furniswed rooms with
private hath; very cool. Phone 1737-- J.
ONE SMALL and one large furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West
noma.
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch; private bathj 815 West Granite,
phone 170I-FOR RENT Modern
tira and four-rooapartments, with bath; furnished.
314 Vtest Coal.
FOR RENT
Two furnishea rooms, for
ngnt nousexeeping; adults; no sick.
tseconn.
it souin
FOR RENT Two large, cool rooms,
micnenette, niceiy rurmsned for house- seeping, pip west coal.
FOR RENT Furnished modern' outside
Averill
apartment; private bath.
panmeniB, zunft INortn second.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. ilOH
North fleennd A Ihnrttinrnim TT..tc1
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, com
pletely furnished, modern; water paid;
IIS. lfiOl East Central, phone 1142-FOR RENT Apartment, one room, sleep- -

....

.

Phone

Good, large house, best location
on Twelfth street. Large lot, fine

ward,

tractive terms.

m

207

r

Inc.

THE HOME YOU WANT

five-roo-

Fourth

FOR RENT
Modern eight-roobeautifully
furnished suburban residence,
on
West Central Ave.,
located
with half-acr- e
in garden, garage, etc., at $85 on a year's

Third anfl Gold.

FOR RENT

A

$2900

"A Cook What Can COOK"
white or colored woman, for
a summer home on the Pecos,
until October' 1st. Address P.
O. Box 624 or call at 216 2
West Gold Avenue. City.

lease.

Realtor.

110.

SeHvics,

telephone (74.

WANTED

r

Int'l Fcaturs

IXSCRAXCE
We find in checking over dur
INSURANCE
accounts
that
there Is an abundance of property that we dfl not have any
INSURANCE on.
We feel that we are entitled to
a share of your business and
assure you that , any amount
will be appreciated and taken
care of.
"Our personal
attention to
every little detail"
Phone 657.
FRAXKLIN & COMPANY,
Realtors.
Insurance. Loans. Invntmni

Constructed of press brick, 5
large rooms, and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, nak floors, built
in features, fire place, hot
water heat, large basement,
laundry room and laundry
equipment and etc., located on
East Silver avenue. For prices
and terms call.
A. Ii. WARTLY & COMPANY,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

SALE

Several' new, strictly modern
brick houses on South Maple.
'See Us Before You Buy,

A. F1LE1ISC1E1, lealltr
Tire, Accident, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi Is,- - Loans.

No.

m

FOR

CO.

Ii

five-roo-

"A REAL HOME"

'

house with two
sleeping porches and large front
two
toilets
and bath, well
porch;
arranged for two apartments; lot
50 by 142; newly decorated and
furnished, ready to move in, for
$3,700. In' the Lowlands. To see
this call
J,as. M, Johnson,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gc-d-.
Phone 240.

See Mr. Roberta,

KOBEltTS-TTJKXE-

ev

1922

-

ONE OF THE BEST
modern
four room
on
homes
the elevation.''
Glassed-i- n
S. porch, built-i- n
features. Including breakfast
room. H. W.' floors in all
rooms and porches. You can't
beat it for $3,800.
JUST TXflNK OF BUYING A
seven-roomodern
dandy
home out in the Fourth ward
with three
three
closets, mantel, garage, shade,
lawn, etc.,. for only $4,500,
on good terms.
SWELL FIVE ROOM MOD-er- n
stuccoed' brick home Just
a few steps out on the west
side with II. W. floors,
glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch,
built-i-

Will be harvested from a
orchard within five miles
of Albuquerque, and only half
of the orchard beating this
year. This orchard Is on
"bench" land, and the
water Is furnished by pump.
We have
a hundred acre
tract of the same kind of land
can
that
be bought for $3,500;
$1,000 cash. Have also smaller
tracts of the same kind.
TIMID WARD.
brick stucco In
easy walking distance of business
section.
floors
Maple
throughout. Nice lawn, younu
shade trees, vines, etc. Owner
is very anxious to sell.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
$10.00 down and $10.00 per
month will buy a
lot
in University Heights. This is
the fastest growing addition of
the city. Select your lot today;
we are general agents.
FOU KENT
seven-rooNew
on
brick
North Maple street. This house
Is furnished exceptionally well
and has all modern conveniences. Will rent by the month
or on lease.
Five-roo-

rnr.

PRICED TO

WORTH OF

$20,000

1..

HAVE
WB
SOME
HIGH
class income ranchos to exchange for good homes in
this city.
TWELVE
ACRES
HIGHLY
improved
irrigated ranch
within 1 2 miles of Albu- L
querque P. O. Eight acres
alfalfa, 160 fruit trees and
abundance of berries t)f all
kinds. Aequipped barn for
dairy purposes with all Implements. You can move in
tomorrow and start taking In
money. Will take in well
located Albuquerque home.
-l

WB HAVE TEN ACRES
well improved dairy
proposition close to this city.
Good four-roohouse and
15 head Adairy cows. All
goes at sacrifice price. Will
exchange for good Albuquor-(ju- e
home if priced right.
m
-l

WE HAVE EIGHTY ACRES
of choice irrigated land all
tillable nad all in crop right
now. This is located in an
excellent sugar
country near Springer. Will
exchange for good home in
Albuquerque.
beet-alfal-

See MR. MEAN'S, the lanil man
with Roberts-Turne- r
Co.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AI'HIk.NKtS.
JOUN W. WILSON,
Attornes.
Hoittts II, 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.
1153-Phon
PHYSICIAN'S
AM) HI sKiKONSI.
DK. 8. I. IIIKTON,
OUeasee
if thej fitomnrtl.
,
Barnett' Building.
Suite,
UK. 8. C. CI.AHKK,
Eye, Ker, Nose and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone lit.
Office Hours
I to 18 a. m.. and I to 6 p. m.

W. M. SHERIdM, M. D.
Practice) Limited to
GENITO - URINARY DISEASE?
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
Hnsserman Laboratory
In Connection,
Citizens Hank Bins. Phono H8.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Sec-ost. Ground floor. Phone 842,

nd

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor.

ru,

ta

10 an

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Good

2104-J-

Building.

Livestock
milk

Fhone

cow,

FOR SALE
Cheap, galted saddle
horsr and saddle. 401) North Twelfth.
FOR SAI E Flemish Oiants. Uufus Reds.
Black,
bucks,
does and
Belgians,
rr. ers. 710 West Lend, phone 1925-FOR SALE Practically pure bred Jersey
cow, age six. giving three gallons;
fresh four months; hlKh milk test; price
$135. 1301 North First.
E. B. Doane.
FOR SALE Two carloads of good young
horses. Walchlncr (rnm 1 9ll,l tn t KAll
pounds. See Paulson. Albuquerque Horse
oiaraet, nrst street and Mountain road.
FOR SALE Horses and mares: I have
lust arrived with fifty head of good
young Colorado horses and mares, weight
from 1.000 to 1.600 pounds; some broke
to work and some unbroke; 1 can sell
very cheap; also have good supply of
second-ban- d
and government
wagons
harness. This stuff will be at Grande
Wagni, Tard, 810 North Broadway, until
sold
See Scott RloVnour. phone 1SS8--

WANTED

Houses

WA.NTELt

To buy fiuin owner, four-roomodern house with fire place.
Areola heat and gnrage; prefer Fourtb

war'.
"'

Pn"""

g38--

"to- - Jn'oe'"" " "
STAtiK
To Tuos (Read Down)
Leave
7:30 a, m.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
19:30 u. m.
Leave
Leave
12:30 p. m.
Arrive
ti) p. m.
To Albuquerque (Read t'p)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p.
Ranta Fe..
Leave... 4:00 p. m.
Santa Fe
Arrive. ..L3:45 p. in.
Espancia ..... .Arrive. ..11 :15 a. ra.
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
CARE TO SANTA FE, 14.50
TO TAOS, 111.60.
Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllng
Brothers' cigar Store, 110 West Central
Aver
..
Phoae 600.
Santa Fe FeadquartersBank Con fee
none .3.
n'.uer.v.
'Aibuquorque-Sant-

B

DAILY

r.

TIME CARDS

WEBTBCDfO-Dal-

Train.
No,
No.
No.
No,

I

I

The

Scout....

ly.

Arrive.

T:J0 pm

Callt Limited lu:J0 am
T
Fargo Fast. 10:60 am
I The Navajo.. 13:35 am

Nt I9E1

-

Depart.
pm

l ie

11:00 am
11:30
1:1 sua

sa

SOUTHBOUND.

10:10 pa
Paso Exp
11:10 us,
El Paso Exn
EA8TPOUND.
No, I The Navajo..' 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
No. 4 Calif, Limited. 4.00 pm 1:40 pm
No. I S. r. Eight.. t:J4 pm 1:10 pm
No. 10 The Sooejt....
:!0 am J:I0
FECI! foura.
rrom
no, ii
si paso l it pm
No. to From Bl Paso t:4i am
'
Ho, 10 connects at Telen v.tl No. It
for Clrle, Ptoae VaU- e- Keeer city u4
G
Coast
No. 11 ornneot. at Jlelae with Ma-I- t
from Clrvvls and points
and sit'b
No, 37

ui

h

Pake Eight.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRITISH GOLF STARS RETURN VISIT
OF AMERICANS; WILL TOUR COUNTRY

COUNTY AGENTS

COMES TO FLOUR
you want to know it's right before

IT

WHEN

O

EXTENSION MEN

you start to bake.

RED STAR FLOUR

IN CONFERENCE

Is that kind. Red Star Flour is acknowledged the peer of all flour that comes out
from the Kansas wheat belt. All sizes,
and 98-- 1 b. sacks in stock in
both stores.

WARD'S

CASH

"Missing Husclassic with an
bands,"
cast, Is being repeated
today for the last time; also re-a
peating "One Stormy Knight,"
two-reChristie comedy.

lyric aTheater
Metro

Pearl
White

tflfithou

Fear

"Fox

of the Day

Harold Lloyd in Comedy

home-grow-

local items

BEGIN

TO

TRAIN THE

INNER ADVISES

r,

Antl-saloo-

n,

04

Gil-Ha- m

1-

Re-gl-

Co-2-

"Without
Theater
rastlmo
Fear," featuring Pearl White re-as
the principal star. Is being
"Fox

peated today; also repeating
News" pictures and the Harold
Lloyd comedy.

TAXI LINE
Phone

LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY

WAY,

A GREAT PICTURE FOR THE KIDDIES!
BRING THEM ALONG.
,

0

Between

Abe Mitchell, left; Willie Hunter, center, and George Duncan, snapped
on their arrival in New York recently.
Abe Mitchell and George Duncan, two of England's most famous
golfers, have come to the Uniter! States for an extended tour and hope,
before they leave, to duplicate the feat of Walter Hagan, Jim Barnes
and Jock Hutchison by copping; the glory in the American open championship tourney. Willie Hunter, one of America's links stars, returned
to the U, S. with Duncan and Mitchell.

TAX BULLETIN
ISSUED HERE
BY HERNANDEZ
The following statement was Is
sued yesterday by Collector of 'Internal Revenue B. C. Hernandez,
of tho district of New Mexico:
Numerous inquiries have been
received by the bureau of Internal
revenue concerning
section 202
(c) (1) of the revenue act of 1921.
which provides that for the pur
poses of the income tax no gain
or loss shall be recognized when
property held for Investment, or
for productive use in trade or business (not Including
or other property held primarily
for sale) is exchanged for property
of a like kind or use.
Many taxpayers and salesmen
of securities are interpreting this
to mean that all sales of securities and the immediate purchase
or like securities are exchanges re
sulting in bo gain or loss. Such
interpretation of the law and regulations is erroneous.
The bureau
realizes
that In
many cases it la difficult to de
termine whether the transaction
is a true exchange or really a sale
and reinvestment of the proceeds
In other securities.
To constitute
an exchange within the meaning
of section 202 (c) (1) the trans
action must be a reciprocal trans
fer of property for property as
distinguished from a transfer of
property for a money considera
tion. Iu such an exchange neither
principal would pay a commis
sion to tho other, although if a
broker In his Capacity, as such,1
negotiated the exchange, for either principal the fact that the broker was paid a commission for his
services would not of Itself take
the transaction out of the classification as an exchange.
stock-in-tra-

II a

100

person-ownin-

shares

of stock in "A" corporation should
instruct a broker to exchange them
for shares of stock in "B" corporation, it would be essential in or
der to bring the transaction within tho meaning of the exchange
proviiions of the revenue act that
the person owning the shares of
"B" corporation stock should receive the 100 shares of "A" corporation stock and that the per
son owning the 100 shares of "A"
corporation stock should receive
tne shares f "B" oornoratlnn stnelf
The stock received in exchange
should be treated by each party
as taking the place of the property exchanged. If, on the other
hand, tho instructions to the broker are in effect to sell 100 shares of
stock In "A" corporation and Invest the proceeds In shares) of
stock in "B" corporation,
the
transaction can not be treated as
an exchange, but is a sale of "A"
c?rp.?r?,t,on stoek and a purchase

-

"

for his

Heigha

mr

latest

Paramount picture, "The Bachelor
Daddy," Thomas Meighan diligently read Holt on the care of
In this , new pictttre,
children.
which Is being repeated at the
"B" theater today for the last
time, he Is the custodian of five Looking

Daoqx

2 (paramount Qidure,

for entertainment that sparkles with happiness

MINE OPERATORS
CONSIDER OFFER

TIN

OF A

Meet at Washington-t- o
Over

Harding's Plan to
Dispute in Soft

Arbitrate
Coal

Go

Industry.

(Br Tha Ami Mated Press.)
Wellington, July 16. Bituminous coal mine operators repre-

senting associations of employers
in all the principal producing districts in the United States went
conInto a final session tonlght-tsider what response they should
make to President Harding's offer
of arbitration to settlo the existing strike.
Tho response of the miners'
was
union, declining the offer,
made to President Harding Saturday, while anthcacite operators
has previously announo '. their acceptance, leaving the bituminous
group of employers the only one
of three parties whose position has
not been formulated.
Whether the
bituminous operators would come
to an agreement tonight was not
known and it was considered likely
in all quarters that further decisions of the government would not
be made public until their answer
had reached the president.
Advocates Acceptance.
One influential group among
the bituminous employers was advocating a complete acceptance of
the president's proposal in advance
of the formal session.
Contrasting with this was a position of Pittsburgh district employers, who contended that acceptance of a national arbitration was
impossible for them, though direct
arbitration would be acceptable to
all employers. This was a sugges
tion that no formal answer should
be made to the president, covering
details, but that the refusal of the
miners to arbitrate should be taken as final, and tho employers
should simply announce their desire to
with the government In any new endeavor, or
grapple with the task of opening
mines now closed by the strike on
n
a
basis. There were all
forms of intermediate views expressed, and ln addition, an insistent suggestion that tho employers
placo their mines and working organizations directly at the disposal
of the government.
This last course was based on
the frequently advanced suggestion
that the government "take over
mines." To date there have been
no official statements that such a
step was being contemplated, except in emergency.
,Officers of the miners' union,
held ln Washington for a meeting
of the general policy committee,
withheld comment today.
non-unio-

Let Us Send a Man

EMPIRE Cleaners

red-blood- ed

....

,

:j

"GO GET 'EM NOTCH"

ii

CURRENT EVENT!

vmc

THEATEff

it

LAST TIME TODAY

DE M0LAYS WIN AT
ESTANCIA 25 TO 10
.

The De Molays took an auto trip
to Estancia yesterday and defeated
the Estancia regulars. 25 to 10.
The De Molays pounded Estancia
hard. O'Connell, who
pitchers
pitched for De Molays, struck out
eight and allowed seven hitSi Stout
and Logue for Estancia were hit
for sixteen safe ones. Ten of the
De Molays struck out. Hare of De
Molays made a home run, and
three-bas- e
hits were made by
Glassman and James. O'Connell,
and
Mills
of Albuquerque got
Hays
e
hits.
Score by innings:
. . .0 10 0 145 02325
De Molays

'MISSING I
HUSBAND!
THE STORY THAT MADE PARIS GASP--

1 2 0 011 401
10
Estancia
Batteries: Estancia, Stout, Logue
and Cheney and Kean; De Molays,
O'Connell and Brangle.

Pnbllo Stenographer,
Room 8, Mclinl Uklg. Ph.

I

ADDED ATTRACTION

"ONE STORMY KNIGHT"

701--

Part Christie Comedy
Regular Price

A Two

LOST
cape,

,

Seal skin
between University and dancing pavilion ln
Tijeras' Canyon. Liberal reward
Phone 1678-J- . 1501 E. Central.

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way, $6. Leave
at 5:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
U. S. mall by stage.
A. B BACA,
2178-Phono

FOR SALE BY OWNER
One of , the finest homes ln
the city ln the most desirable
location on paved street,

breakfast
rooms,
bath,
room, 3 sleeping poVches, 2
screened porches.
Ideal arrangement. Strictly modern ln
Steam
heat.
respect.
every
Call 70.
7

(

71

Adapted by Jacques Feyder from
Pierre BenoIt's novel, XUtlantide"

two-bas-

Cement facts
In the year 175B, John Smeaton, an English engineer,
discovered that an impure limestone containing a certain amount of clay, after being roasted and pulverized,
would harden when mixed with water. This was the
first natural cement.
.
In 1798 James Parker, of Northfleet, England, secured
a patent for the manufacture of cement by burning
limestone in an ordinary lime kiln and grinding the
resulting clinker to powder. This was called Roman

'cement.

In 1824 an English bricklayer, Joseph Aspdln, secured '".
a patent covering the process of mixing definite
amounts of clay and limestone, roasting 'and grinding
the resulting clinker to powder, which he called Port-- s.
land cement because of its resemblance ln color and
texture to a famous building stone found on the Isle
of Portland, off the coast of England. This patent
formed the basis of Portland cement as it Is manufactured today, 'and it is from this product that the '
present day Portland cement secured vlts name. '

Business

We Carry a Complete Stock of
Cement and Plaster '

Opportunity

Coal Supply & Lumber Co.

Garage business of $50,.
000.00 per year. A money maker for a live wire,
Owner, P. O. Box 681
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

4

"Let our

Phones 5
tracks give yon service"

f

M?HNT;"V J

IEFEATED.

was beaten at
" yMt?!;dfty by the
Duke
13 to 12. ln a game
City
played at Washington park. Jordan and George were the pitchers
for the Browns and Donaldson for
Mountain View.
juuuiiuun

view

FOGG, The Jeweler

EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry. Repairing
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

FOR SALE

Rooming house, Fourth and
Central, See Landlady for

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
We make a specialty on lumber
banting and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
324 S. Second
Phono 371..
.

,

Dr. H. E. Kimble
-

DENTIST

,

Room 4, Grant Building, Third
and Central,

Phone

FOR SALE
The Board
the City of
receive sealed
chase of four

of Education of
Albuquerque will
bids for the purhouses, located at
705. 709, 715, 717 South Walter street, or for any one of
above houses, on or before
July 24. Purchaser must move
nouses before August 25. Janitor at Second Ward Building
will show houses to prospective
buyers. Terms cash. Board reserves right to reject any or
all bids. Address blAs to Clerk
of the Board of Education at
High School Building.

402

FOR SALE
THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

The Board of Education of
Albuquerque will receive sealed
bids for the purchase ot two,
one ton Ford motor trucks
a t,A YtAAfl 11flA fni thai
tvhffh
transportation of High School
pupils. Trucks may be exam
Jned at Industrial Arts Shop at
High .... School. Bids to be received on or before July 24.
reserves
Terms cash.
Board
right to reject any or all bids.
Address bids to Clerk, "Board of
Education
at High .School
BulldiHg.
V.

"THE LACNDRX
OP QTJAIJTT"

W A N T E
We pay good prices for flre-- P
such as Rifles, Shot
Must
Guns. Pistols.
be to
Acondition.
218 South first Street

arms
-l

!

and between and has some
thrills besides? Here's YOUR
lively youngsters,
'
registering for the camera and
!
I
picture
ln
a
kids
good
keeping the
.
Leatrice
aided
Tom
his
star
and
had
the
tha
Meighan,
bjr pretty
humor,
Joy
genial
hands full.
screen's five cutest kiddies, promises you an hour of pure;
By the time theK picture was
finished, Mr. Meighan had com- joy.
Y
:
piled the following rules for the
care of children, Holt notwithADDED ATTRACTIONS
standing:
1
A cuckoo clock Is the best
pacifer.
2
Never try to wash little
Johnny's neck unless you have a
supply of candy as a "persuader."
3 When children are taken on
a Pullman car one should always
have an encyclopedia handy to
answer all questions..
Regular Price
4
When at dinner ln a dining
car, children should be given free
rein, for any attempt to cramp
their style is sure to result disasJ
.
trously.
6
Never leave children alone1 on ramus'
a motion picture set ' If you expect it to remain the same.
6
When you' have guests for
dinner, don't leave the children
alone ln nursery, for there is sure
to be a riot, which will not only
disturb you but your friends.
Leatrlce Joy, who was seen
here ln "Saturday Night" and
CONTINUOUS 1 TO 11 P, M,
other Paramount pictures, is Mr.
Melghans' leading woman.

,

ine
vuijjuiauun
element of
exchange In this case
is lacking as there is no
reciprocal
transfer of securities between principals unless by mere coincidence,
Where the broker In the transaction, whntever his instructions MILK THAT WILL KEEP
Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
may De, sens tne stock in "A" corporation and then buys the stock
In "B" corporation,
Gentry'
or hnv. th.
Errs, 45C; for sale at
stock In "B" corporation and then leading groceries.
sells the stock in "A"
corporation,
' " interval ot time, however short, during which
one or
both of the customers would have
title to no securities whatevor t
To replace that broken window
a true exchange the passing of ti
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
nt, iu me biock in the "a" corPhone 421. 423 North First.
poration and acquisition of title to
the stock in the "B" corporation,
and vice versa, would he simultaneous as to both parties' to the
exchange.
In all cases where there is
doubt as to whethe. the transac- a
tion is a sale or exchange, all facts
DTER8 AND RATTERS
connected with the
HVO CLEANING
should be submitted to transaction
Phone 453. Cor. (lib and Gold
the
of Internal revenue for a bureau
ruling
in the matter.
BLOCK.

scepes

Thomas

2

THOMAS MEIGHAN, STAR
IN "THE BACHELOR DADDY,"
AUTHORITY ON KIDDIES

11

J.

US THE ATRE

el

TODAY

LAST TIME TODAY

f
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STORE,

air-coole-
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all-st-

Biggest Gathering of Farm
Workers in History of
State to Meet at Las
Vegas This Week.

The annual conferences of agPhone 28
ricultural extension workers of
New Mexico will begin WednesOrder Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.
be
day at Las Vegas, and willshort
followed
by a farmers'
course. L. H. Hauter, assistant
director, and W. H.
extension
Trentman, state club leader, were
here last night from State Col- leire on their way by auto to Las
Vegns. President H. L. Kent of
State College, Extension Director
LETS GO
C. F. Monroe and other prominent men in the agricultural
work are expected to pass through
here today on their way to the
conference.
The gathering will include an
the members of the extension de
and an
partment of State College, in.
New
county agriculturaU-agent- s
Mexico. The farmers' short course
William Fox Present.'
is expected to draw the attention
of farmers from many parts' of
the state. The city of Las Vegas,
through Us chamber of commerce, Is planning to entertain
the visitors, and to use the conference and short course to the
best advantage of San Miguel and
Mora county farmers. L. F. Jones,
agricultural agent for San Miguel
county, is taking a prominent part
In the arrangements.
Dedicate Community House.
IN
One of the events will bo a
dry farmtrip to the Cherryvale
ing district, 35 miles north and
east of Las Vegas, where tho extension workers, Las Vegas busifolk
ness men and Cherryvale
will participate in tho dedication
of the recently completed community house.
The conference will begin Wedand continue
nesday afternoon
until Saturday morning, when the
farmers' course, will .begin, and
continue during the remainder of
'
the day.
'
Women's Program,
Directed by
The farmers' short course will
Kenneth Webb
be divided into two sections; one
for women and one for men. The
farmers and their wives will be
Ilews'-Top- ics
guests at f. luncheon given by
the chamber of commerce. Among
the subjects to be discussed by
the women are nutrition problem, hot lunch club plan, household
the farm
conveniences,
woman and the rural school, the
Regular Admission Pric-sfarm womaji and the rural community. The men will consider
hog feeding, hog diseases, marketn
feed through
ing
hogs, dairy sanitation and cow
diseases, dairy feeding, cost of
EARLY
producing milk, and a successful
dairy.
' Many to Attend.
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Amoi.g those to attend the conVisitors to the Estancia valley
BOY, ference
are;
yesterday reported a good rain
'President H. L. Kent of the agin the mountain valley country,
ricultural college, Director Monroe
wABt nf Kstannia.
of the extension
bureau. W. L.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741.
Elser, assistant director; H. S.
Miss Jane Campbell will leave
Moles, assistant director; L. H.
Hauter. assistant director! W.
today (or a vacation trip to Colorado Springs and Denver. Mrs.
leader;
Trentman, state club
XV. A. Uorman and her daughter,
Amelia
Alexander, assistant state
Lecturer Says club leader;
B.
'Mrs. Tom Stokes, are here from Chautauqua
Richardson,
Mary
Child Training Is Nation's state home demonstration leader;
to visit
Mrs. James
Chicago
Dr. E. P. Johnson, extension veter
Campbell, 423 Vet Coal avenue.
Greatest Trust; Magician inarian; C. rA. McNabb. marketing
Factory wood, full truck loal,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company
agent; George Quesenberry, extenPleases.
Fabian Garcia,
sion agronomist;
Phone 91.
director experiment
A. N. Morgan, formerly of the
station, and
of
the
the
last
Yesterday,
day
extension
.lournal, out now witn tno sania Chautauqua season here, was given the following county
Fe New Mexican, and Guthrie over to W. E.
who lec- agents:
Wenner,
coun
Lee
J.
Bernalillo
newsoaner
Reynolds,
Smith,
correspondent.
in the afternoon, and the ty; Maude Doty, Bernalillo county,
were here yesterday from Santa tured
of magicians.
Laurent
company
J. R. Thomas, Chaves county; Jonn
Fe to attend the ball game.
Mr. Wenner
spoke authorita- Koogler, Catron county; E. C.
tively and convincingly on child
Curry county; Edna Durand.
In particular, he disUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
problems.
Curry county; David Laubmnnn,
cussed the education of the child. De
Baca county; R. G. Stockdale,
He believes that "child training is Dona Ana county;
. DOINGS
Sarah Van
the nation's greatest trust." His Vleck. Dona Ana county: Stuart
The samo old nail of smoke Is talk, caned "A Square Deal for Stirling, Grant
Richard
county;
how and
Rtill to be seen hanging over the Jack," went Into the
Harding cmjnty; Orren
He Strong. Lea
lowlands, which only Impresses wherefore of child education.
n.
county;
f. P owers,
Peaty,
Marion Ray.
upon the residents of the Heights emphasized the necessity of begin- McKinlev county:
and
with
bringthe boy
now fortunate they are to live In ning early
Mora county; A. L. Hamilton, Quay
an atmosphere 100 per cent pure. ing him to a sensible and clean county;
Ralph Will, Roosevelt
A well known salesman of lots manhood by proper training and county; H. L. Baltosser, San Juan
understanding t In county; Lorin F. Jones. San Mi
on the Heights has adopted a sympathetic
novel scheme, which he says never youth.
county, J. R. Ramirez, Santa
anecdotes guel
He related several
fails, and tint Is to Induce his
Fe county; 3. G. Hamilton, Tora
as
teacher
his
from
experience
rance county; Raymond ' Curry,
prospective buyer to take a couple
of blankets and go up on Point and legislator, which were deliver- Torrance county: W. E. Knapp,
, Inspiration and sleep there that ed with a crisp and spontaneous Taos county; R. S. Conroy. Valen
He is ft member of the cia county.
humor.
night. It means a sure sale the Ohio
legislature.
E. A. Miller of the United States
next day.
T.nuraiit Pleases Children.
of agriculture will be
J. F. Vanlandingham, with II. department
Eugene Laurant, the magician, present.
Chas. Iloehi, sold two lots yeslast
audience
night,
the
big
pleased
terday to J. C. Honeycutt, a new- eBpeetally
Laurant
children.'
comer from Louisiana, who heard is so clever the
he probably could OLD TOWN STARS BEAT
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Theaters Today'
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"B" Theater Repeating for the
last time today, "The Bachelor
a Paramount picture
Daddy,"
Thomas Meighan, with an
cast; also repeating the episode of "Go Get 'Em Hutch," and
the "Current Events" pictures.
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